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Preface 
 
If any democracy is to be successful, the people need to know the truth about the reality that 
surrounds them and they need to have an idea of how to solve the problems that harm their 
society and communities. But if the truth is hidden from them or the solutions to societies 
greatest challenges are discussed and implemented only by special interest groups, then 
society will not be able to change for the better. It is with this in mind that independent think 
tanks are founded. While the research or programs various independent think tanks carry out 
may be different, they are all founded on the desire to see their societies improve and hope 
that their ideas and knowledge will be shared and used to better the lives of all people rather 
than only a few. Yet this is not an easy task and independent think tanks face several 
challenges; the most difficult of which is to remain independent, have a transparent 
governance structure, and to build a sustainable organization.   
 
Recognizing the crucial role that independent think tanks play in democratic societies and 
hoping to share knowledge on how to overcome the challenges that independent think tanks 
face, the East Asia Institute, Sandhi Governance Institute, the Open Myanmar Initiative, and 
the Renaissance Institute have come together to share their unique experiences with the goal 
of learning from one another. We all expect that this process of sharing experiences will allow 
us to improve our individual institutions and also serve as a bonding opportunity so that our 
individual organizations can be linked together in the international network of similar 
organizations which hope to advance democracy. Through these workshops we seek to 
reenergize ourselves and once again devote our efforts to achieving our individual goals of 
improving our respective societies and communities. We are confident that the sharing of our 
experiences will have a mutually positive impact.  
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Institutional Capacity Building 

 
 

  



1. Building a Sustainable  
Civil Society Organization 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Whether approaching the topic of building a sustainable organization as a seasoned, robust 

NGO, or as a new group of people seeking to help their fellow citizens, the best place to start is 

at the beginning. And in the beginning, being clear on what the goal is gives guidance and 

clarity to the long process ahead. Here, our goal is to build a sustainable civil society 

organization, and to do that, we must be clear on what a civil society organization (CSO) is. A 

CSO is an entity “created to bring about, or support processes to bring about, major positive 

change in the lives of the beneficiaries, clients or service users they have been formed to serve.”  

The key phrases here are “major positive change” and “to serve,” and these phrases serve 

to distinguish CSOs from profit seeking enterprises in society. Companies and business 

measure themselves by the amount of profit they earn which can be clearly measured by 

expenditures and revenue. Measuring the success of CSOs in affecting “major positive change” 

is more difficult due to the subjective nature of the word “positive” and the fact that change 

does not always come despite extensive efforts on the part of the organization. The second 

phrase “to serve” also distinguishes CSOs from profit seeking enterprises in that CSOs seek to 

serve their community or beneficiaries while businesses mainly exist to serve themselves. 

Therefore, as a CSO, a crucial step when founding the organization is to define a mission 

statement that establishes the positive change the organization is seeking to bring about and 

guiding principles that will serve as means of evaluation in whether a program will be or was 

successful. Furthermore, as the CSO is designed to serve the clients, not the organization and 

individuals that make up the organization themselves, a clear governing document is needed 

so that outsiders can monitor the progress and work of the CSO.  
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Also, the means CSOs use to reach their goal of bring about positive change is 

significantly different than the business world’s main model of providing a product or service 

for a fee. CSOs instead provide programs or services to benefit their clients. Yet what both the 

for profit and non-profit world have in common is a desire and need to produce products, 

services, or programs in the most efficient and effective way possible. For CSOs, the main two 

resources they have at their disposal to produce impactful programs are funds and human 

resources. The task for all CSOs is how to turn those resources into effective strategies for 

producing positive change and a sustainable organization. In the following, seven elements of 

a successful and sustainable CSO are presented and strategies for employing the two key 

resources to achieve each element are also given.  

 

 

SEVEN ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL AND SUSTAINABLE CSO 
 

Accountability: CSOs must be able to prove to their clients that it is indeed their true intention 

to affect positive change in their lives and in their community. Without such assurances the 

supposed beneficiaries will instead ignore the CSO or, worse yet, become hostile towards the 

CSO. Therefore good governance is essential in providing assurances to the public that the 

organization exists to further their interests. To achieve this goal, the CSO must be upfront 

about the resources, especially funds, that it has at its disposal, show the beneficiaries how 

those funds are used, and evaluate the use of the funds and express what positive change was 

gained through the use of those funds. Leadership and staff members should be responsive to 

requests from their beneficiaries as well. 

 

Focus: Focus comes from the mission statement, guiding principles, and governing document 

established by the CSO during its founding. A lack of focus can cause efforts by the staff and 

funds to be poorly channeled or spread too thin to produce any sort of meaningful impact. 

Therefore funds should be strictly reserved for activities that support the mission statement of 

the CSO and are lead by its guiding principles. Also, given that salaries of staff members 
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represents a significant expenditure, employees skills and talents should be supportive of and 

aimed at achieving the CSO’s designated mission. Funding that is designated for programs 

that do not reflect a CSO’s mission statement should be avoided as it could cause the CSO to 

widen its mission and become less effective. 

  

Trust: Closely related to accountability, trust indicates that the beneficiaries believe the CSO 

carries out its duties in a responsible manner. The most important aspect here is that funds are 

being managed responsibly and efficiently. The so-called “briefcase NGO”1

 

 has become a 

worldwide issue and these are organizations that have created mission statements and guiding 

principles that look great on paper and are eye-catching to the public, but little of its funds and 

efforts go towards creating any sort of result. To avoid this trap, CSOs should stay within 

themselves and allow themselves to be lead by their guiding principles rather than chase down 

funding and seek endless expansion.  

Creativity: Finding solutions to the problems a CSO hopes to confront takes creativity and 

innovation, especially in the face of sometimes limited funding and resources. Facilitating 

creativity requires effective human resources management free of burdens such as insecurity, 

lack of support and opportunity, excessive hierarchy, and unclear lines of responsibility and 

reporting. While obviously meticulous selection of staff members is important here, perhaps 

more important is effective leadership which fosters a creative environment free from micro-

management.  

 

Delivery: Delivery is the act of providing to your clients the positive change your CSO was 

designed to bring about through various programs. Efficient and effective program delivery is 

therefore an extremely critical element. In order to avoid waste, not only should effort be 

spent on implementing programs, but meticulous planning and constant efforts to review and 

improve programs are needed. In other words, program planning, management, and 

1 http://www.theguardian.com/global-development-professionals-network/2014/may/01/aid-local-ngos-
dishonest-development 
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evaluation can be deemed to make up the pillars of sustainability.2

 

 Also, a process of strategic 

planning should involve finding the areas in which maximum impact can be made to 

conserve funding and human resources.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reliability: Reliability is the act of showing your clients through physical action that you are 

capable of bringing positive change in their lives. This is mainly achieved through smooth 

office administration and effective administrative systems. Though often overlooked and 

relatively basic, sometime as simple as a tidy, organized office with a welcoming environment 

can allow the beneficiaries to feel as though the CSO is working for them and that the 

beneficiaries are cared for. Administrative systems that are transparent and highly responsive 

allow for staff members and the beneficiaries to see the inner workings of the CSO and 

recognize that the tasks and duties are carried out fairly and openly.  

 

Profile: Last but certainly not least, most of the rest of these elements are useless unless the 

CSO has a public profile. If the people the CSO hopes to serve do not know the CSO exists, 

the programs the CSO implements are doomed to failure and no significant impact can be 

made. A public profile is also extremely important in making a CSO sustainable as it can help 

during fundraising efforts.  

2 http://photos.state.gov/libraries/amgov/30145/publications-
english/B_20121023_NGO%20Handbook_English_150.pdf 

What MUST  
be done 

NEEDS What  
CAN be  

done 

IMPACT 
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MANAGING RESOURCES 
 

As mentioned above, the key to implementing these seven elements of successful and 

sustainable CSOs is the effective use of two main resources: funds and human resources. And 

in order to use these two resources effectively they should be managed with great care and 

transparency. Neither is more important than the other as no amount of funding can 

implement a program without the staff members to do the leg work and contact the 

beneficiaries, and the most talented and enthusiastic staff member cannot create a successful 

program without financial aid. As mentioned above, transparency and effect administrative 

systems can earn the trust of the people the CSO hopes to serve, but it also helps earn the trust 

of staff members and ensures them that their work is having the positive impact they wish to 

affect.  

 

Fund Management: If the three keys to a successful business are “location, location, location,” 

then the three keys to a successful and sustainable CSO is “transparency, transparency, 

transparency.” Nothing can cause the public to lose trust in an organization faster or cause 

fundraising opportunities to dry up faster than the rumor of a non-profit organization using 

its funds for something other than the intended purpose. The problem is not new and was 

documented at length by a working paper from Harvard University’s Hauser Center for 

Nonprofit Organizations.3

The basic purpose of a financial policy is to protect both the CSO’s physical material and 

financial assets as well as maintain the organizations reputation and credibility with funders 

and clients. In order to do so, roles should be delegated to leaders and staff members to 

delineate clearly who is responsible for what in terms of managing finances. And in order for 

the leaders and staff members to carry out their fiscal tasks responsibly and accurately, a clear 

accounting system should be established so that transparency can be maintained and incoming 

 The key here is documentation and keeping a paper trail for all 

revenue and expenditures.  

3 http://www.ksghauser.harvard.edu/PDF_XLS/workingpapers/workingpaper_35.pdf 
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funds and expenditures can accurately reviewed. To do so, appropriate budget and report 

formats should be followed and detailed specimen forms should be adopted to uniform the 

process. All of these efforts should be carried out regularly according to an established 

timetable.   

 

Human Resources Management: People are the tools that both find and implement solutions to 

the problems CSOs hope to address. Taking care of staff members and providing a 

comfortable and secure environment is crucial to allow them to be creative and efficiently and 

effectively manage the programs that affect change. Finding the right people for the job is 

critical, but also designing a staff that has a breadth of experiences and backgrounds so better 

facilitate creativity is crucial.  

An effective human resources management begins with the selection and recruitment of 

talented individuals that can fulfill a specific role. During the selection process, attention 

should also be paid to equal opportunities and diversity as this will lead to a variety of 

perspectives and an increase in creativity while seeking solutions to society’s problems. 

Following the selection of staff members, clear terms and conditions are needed so that 

employees know what to expect and the employer can deal with all employees without 

discrimination. Performance management is essential to ensure the CSO is operating at 

maximum efficiency at all times and some resources should be devoted to staff development to 

maximize the human resources at your disposal. In order to maintain transparency, clear 

grievance and discipline procedures are needed to prove to the staff that they are being treated 

justly at all times. Leadership should also ensure the health and safety of all employees and 

implement policies for the prevention of bullying and harassment to ensure a comfortable work 

environment that allows staff members the opportunity to be creative and think outside the 

box. 
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ULTIMATE GOAL 
 

Sustainably and effectively carrying out the CSO’s mission statement is the ultimate goal. To 

reach that goal, the CSO’s two main resources (funds and human resources) need to be 

efficiently and transparently employed. Programs, which are the core of CSOs effort to bring 

about the positive change they seek, need to be planned to have maximum impact with the 

available resources. Focus on the CSO’s guiding principles should be maintained at all times to 

ensure that resources are not wasted and that the CSO’s scope does not excessively widen. This 

takes a well rounded effort by all members of the team. Meticulous administration specialists 

are needed to ensure transparency and to manage the paper trail. Creative program managers 

skilled in strategic planning are needed to implement the CSOs core programs. Outgoing 

public relations personnel and skilled web designers are needed to spread the CSOs message 

to clients and foundations. Leadership should oversee an open and secure environment and 

keep the entire team committed to the mission statement and guiding principles. In the end, 

none of these tasks are easy, but the joy of realizing the goal step by step and bringing positive 

change to society is always worth it. 
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2. Founding EAI 
 

About the East Asia Institute 

The East Asia Institute (EAS) was established in 2002 as an 

independent think-tank dedicated to developing ideas and 

formulating policy recommendations on the main challenges 

facing the region. Based in Seoul, South Korea, EAI strives to 

transform East Asia into a society of nations based on liberal democracy, market 

economy, open society, and peace. To this end, EAI works to promote liberal values and 

ideas, including diversity, tolerance, accountability, and transparency, through research, 

education, and international exchange. EAI was established to pursue and develop 

innovative and fresh ideas and is rooted in the belief that knowledge and good ideas can 

change the world 

EAI seeks to achieve its goal by creating influential publications that result from the 

hosting of scholarly seminars, forums, and education programs. EAI conducts research 

activities through two main program: foreign affairs and security and governance 

research. Working together with recognized scholars and leading policymakers, EAI 

seeks to lead the way in forming a true knowledge-network community in Northeast 

Asia by setting up a system of joint research and scholarly exchanges in the U.S., China, 

Japan, and Taiwan, as well as many other countries. 

 
 
 
 

Knowledge-Net for a Better World 
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■Think Tank: Definition and Role

A think tank or policy institute, research institute, etc. is an organization 
that performs research and advocacy concerning topics such as social policy, 
political strategy, economics, military, technology, and culture.

IDEA

Government

Business

NGOs

Other 
Organizations

An Individual

Think Tank

Political Party

“Devoted to producing ideas for policy-making which make our society better.”

 
 
What is a Think Tank? What is its Main Role? 
 
A think tank or policy institute, research institute, etc. is an organization that performs 
research and advocacy concerning topics such as social policy, political strategy, economics, 
military, technology, and culture. The ideas produced by think tanks can be used or 
implemented by a wide variety of actors including the government, NGOs, a political party, an 
individual, business, and other organizations. The basic guiding principle for all think tanks is 
to produce policy suggestions that improve the quality of the society or community to which 
the think tank belongs.  
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■Think Tank vs. Civil Society Organizations

Independent, 
Non-profit, 

Non-partisan,
Civilian-based

Think Tanks

CSOsThink Tanks

Government
(Central / Local)

Political Party

Conglomerate

Education 
Organization

Activists

Interest Group

Pressure Group

Charity

Religious

etc….

 
 
What Makes Independent Think Tanks Unique? 
 
Independent think tanks are of course similar to other think tanks in the nature of their work, 
but are also similar to Civil Society Organizations in that they are independent, nonprofit, and 
seek to better the community in which they reside. There are differences however that set 
independent think tanks apart from the other types of organizations. Whereas other think 
tanks are supported by the government, a political party, or a corporation, an independent 
think tank is more similar to a CSO in that it is civilian based (non-governmental) and non-
partisan. Independent think tanks therefore can be said to produce research and programs 
with the sole goal of bettering society while other think tanks may have a political or 
economic agenda on which their outcomes are based. On the other hand, whereas most CSO 
tend to focus on one policy area and serve a distinct client group, independent think tanks 
usually become involved in a variety of policy areas and submit policy suggestions to address a 
number of different issues. 
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■Think Tanks in Korea: Asymmetric Environment

Public 
Think Tanks

Profit-seeking 
Think Tanks

Nonprofit 
Think Tanks

- Established and Funded 
by Government

- Dominance / Majority

- Established and Funded 
by Conglomerates

- Economy & Business Focus

- Affiliated with Universities 
and Civic Movements

- Independent / Minority

• Weakness of Independent Think Tanks in Korea
- University-affiliated think tanks: Oriented toward academic research, and isolated within 

academic community
- Civilian based think tanks: Under influence of government, or lack of enough financing to 

maintain their activities

- Lack of financial support for policy research institutes by the public

- Independent think tanks face serious budget challenges and subsequently fail

 
 
What Does the Think Tank Landscape in Korea Look Like?  
 
There are three main types of think tanks in Korea: public think tanks, profit-seeking think 
tanks, and nonprofit think tanks. Public think tanks were founded by and continue to receive 
funding from the government and dominate the landscape. Profit-seeking think tanks mainly 
represent the interests of large Korean conglomerates and focus on the economy or business. 
Nonprofit think tanks on the other hand are often founded by universities or as part of a civic 
movement and constitute the smallest sector of think tanks in Korea. These nonprofit think 
tanks face a variety of issues including budget challenges due to a lack of public support, 
serious governmental influence, or relatively obscurity in academia. 
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■ Establishment of the East Asia Institute (EAI)

WHY DO WE NEED INDEPENDENT THINK TANKS?

IDEAS
Ideological Inclination

Political Consideration

Partisan Interest

Profit-seeking

Partial Advantage

Free From Toward

Long-term Policy Research

Diagnosis of Current 
Problems without Political 

Prejudice

Free Suggestion of Ideas and 
Policy Alternatives

Doing Good for Our Society

 
 
Why Do We Need Independent Think Tanks? 
 
Independence provides a think tank room to maneuver and to search for policies that truly 
make society as a whole better rather than serve a specific interest group. Independence frees 
a think tank from ideology, partisan interests, and profit seeking among other constraints. 
This freedom allows independent think tanks to focus on long-term policies, to objectively 
diagnosis society’s problems, and to put forward the policy it truly feels is the best answer. In 
order to realize public good and make the world a better place, we need active independent 
think tanks who compete in the marketplace of ideas and policy alternatives. 
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■ Establishment of the East Asia Institute (EAI)

Finance

Man
Power

Social
Prejudice

Competi
-tiveness

CHALLENGES

 
 
What Challenges Did EAI Face during its Establishment? 
 
Securing funding at the initial stage was a critical challenge. Without sufficient funds, it was 
difficult to hire experienced experts to produce new ideas and policy suggestions that would 
be the backbone of EAI’s work. It was also difficult to grow within the established think tank 
marketplace that was dominated by government-funded organizations. Overcoming the 
Korean public’s prejudice against think tanks and convincing civil society that EAI did not 
serve an existing political institution or political party seeking to acquire further power was 
another difficult barrier to overcome.  
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■ Establishment of the East Asia Institute (EAI)

STRATEGIES

Networking Impact 
Maximization

- Non-resident Leadership
- Resident Staff + External Experts
- Cooperative Projects with Other 

Institutions
- Supporters

- Roundabout Strategy: Targeting 
Foreign Audiences, then the Domestic 
Audience to Maximize Impact

- Multi-Language Platform
- Dissemination through Multiple 

Channels: Journal, Book, Report, 
Conference, Web Service, SNS, etc.

 
 
 
What are EAI’s Strategies? 
 
Networks consist of links and nodes. EAI was designed to be a core node, or a hub in a 
network were many links meet. Serving as a core node also allows EAI to bring in the best 
ideas through a network of experts while maintaining a relatively small resident staff. That 
same network also allows the impact of EAI’s programs to be spread back out through the 
network to reach a wider audience.  
 
However, given the difficulties of the Korean think tank market, obtaining recognition proved 
difficult. This led EAI to adopt a “Roundabout Strategy.” This strategy calls for first engaging 
with the international audience and accruing international recognition thus making the 
Korean/domestic audience more receptive of EAI’s message. 
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■ Establishment of the East Asia Institute (EAI)

STRATEGY 1 Targeting: Searching for Blue Ocean

• “Niche Market”: Creating Uncontested Market Space, Targeting 
Unexplored Customers

- Global Audiences who want to know South Korean views on a variety of 
regional and international issues

- Building International Partnerships through publications, joint studies, and 
exchange programs with individual experts and overseas organizations

• The Impact of EAI’s Niche Market Strategy
- Global: Increase EAI’s Global Reputation

- Domestic: Expand EAI’s Impact on the Korean Policy Community and 
Reshape the Desires of the Domestic Market

 
 
 
How can EAI compete in the marketplace of ideas?  
 
As mentioned before, EAI, as a private think tank, has a difficult time competing with larger 
government funded think tanks and faced a credibility challenge with the Korean public based 
on their skepticism against think tanks which they assume have a partisan agenda. Therefore, 
EAI, in an effort to seek space to maneuver and build credibility, sailed out into the “blue 
ocean” to create a new market for its ideas and sought to engage a previously ignored group of 
clients. EAI’s blue ocean is international audiences who are curious about South Korea and its 
approach to a variety of international issues. This allows EAI to build an international 
reputation which in turn increases its domestic profile. In this way EAI avoided an uphill 
battle of directly engaging entrenched government and business sponsored think tanks and 
communicated its ideas to an international audience first, then, after earning credibility in the 
international market, reshaped the domestic market by offering unbiased reports and policy 
suggestions that the public may trust.    
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■ Establishment of the East Asia Institute (EAI)

STRATEGY 2 Organization: Network-based Research

• Research Networks of Nonresident Leading Experts

• The Benefits of Network-based Research
- Differentiation: Targeting Experts According to Each Specific Project

- Low Cost and High Productivity

• Keys to Success for Network-based Research
- Incentives: Collaboration with Other Leading Scholars on the “Hot” Issues

- Effective Leadership: Coherent Collective Work

- EAI Resident Staff’s Capability: Managing and Guiding the Project

- Sustainability: Continuation of Networks Founded on Personal Ties

 
 
 
How Can EAI Maximize its Impact with Limited Resources?  
 
Due to funding constraints, hiring leading experts as resident research fellows is difficult. 
Instead EAI relies on program coordinators to network in non-resident experts to produce 
insightful and innovative research at a low cost. In order to pull this off, EAI relies on the 
networking ability of its few resident research fellows to recruit expert researchers and leading 
opinion leaders and EAI’s leadership creates an environment where collective work is brought 
together to form a coherent argument and policy idea. This is not a one way street either as 
EAI’s vast network allows scholars to engage with ideas and work that they may otherwise be 
unable to access and raises the profile of the researcher through opportunities to be published 
and attend a variety of domestic and international seminars and conferences.  
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■ Establishment of the East Asia Institute (EAI)

STRATEGY 3 Financing: Proactive External Project Financing

• Diversity of Financing Sources
- 70% of Annual Expenditures Covered by External Financing

• Overseas Grants
- MacArthur Foundation (Asia Security Initiative Program, Middle Power 

Diplomacy Initiative); Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation, Japan Foundation, 
and Henry Luce Foundation (EAI Fellows Program); NED (ADN, ADRN, CSO 
Capacity Building), etc.

• Domestic Funders
- Korea Foundation (KF-EAI Korea Frandship), YBM/KIS (EAI Fellows Program), 

Samyang Company (EPIK Young Leaders Program), Hanssem Foundation 
(Renaissance 2.0), SBS (Korea Unification Project), etc.

 
 
 
How Can EAI Raise the Necessary Funds to Support its Activities? 
 
EAI relies on project based financing to fuel its programs. Individual grants are sought for 
each program so that even before a program is initiated, the funds necessary to see the project 
through to the end and realize maximum impact are guaranteed to be available. EAI’s project 
based fundraising strategy has the added benefit of diversifying its funding sources thus 
contributing to its ability to remain independent and stable. And above all, this strategy allows 
EAI to review projects on a case by case basis to assure they are in line with EAI’s mission 
statement and that funds are not spread too thinly.  
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■ Establishment of the East Asia Institute (EAI)

STRATEGY 4 Dissemination: Multi-Language Platforms

• Innovative Dissemination Through Cutting-edge Electronic Publication 
Outlets

• Multiple Languages
- EAI’s Website: Korean, English, and Chinese

- Real-time Updates of the Website in Each Language

- Newsletter: Korean, English, and Chinese

• Various Channels
- EAI’s Publications: Books, Journal of East Asian Studies, Print Reports, etc.

- Online Dissemination: Website, Newsletter, Blog, SNS (Youtube, Facebook, 
and Twitter)

- Media Relations: Broadcasting, Newspapers, Magazines, etc.

 
 
 
How can EAI Engage its Intended Audience to Realize a Positive Impact?  
 
With EAI dedicated to its “Roundabout Strategy” of targeting international audiences, it is 
crucial to provide programs and research in multiple languages and use a variety of channels 
to reach people across the globe. To this end, EAI’s website and newsletter are available in 
Korean, English, and Chinese and the website is updated in real-time in all three languages, 
avoiding the trap of lagging behind in foreign language content production. Also, EAI goes to 
great lengths to ensure that content in all three languages is meticulously proofread and 
accurate to ensure maximum impact. Also, being based in Seoul, the use of a variety of 
channels is necessary to reach audiences around the globe. EAI is actively using Social 
Networking Services along with its website and newsletter to reach more people, maintains 
close relationships with influential members of both the domestic and international media, 
and publishes a variety of reports and books in both English and Korean along with running 
the English language Journal of East Asian Studies.  
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■ Establishment of the East Asia Institute (EAI)

MISSION STATEMENT

“The East Asia Institute (EAI) is a nonprofit research institution based in 
Seoul, South Korea, that provides creative policy alternatives and 
promotes liberal values.”

 Promote liberal democracies that respect civil rights and human dignity
 Contribute to the peace and prosperity of the international community, 

based on liberal democracy, a market-oriented economy, and open societies
 Propose policy recommendations to construct a democratic community and 

realize a peaceful East Asia
 Provide good ideas for South Korea’s domestic and foreign affairs
 Nurture future leaders
 Construct a knowledge-net for a better world in the belief that good ideas 

can change the world

Knowledge-Net for a Better World

 
 
 
What is a Mission Statement and What Role Should it Play?  
 
A mission statement is a declaration of the what a CSO believes, the goals it hopes to achieve, 
and the methods it will use to achieve its goals. Mission statements should be used when 
deciding on what programs to plan and implement and what are appropriate sources of 
funding. They are also helpful tools to communicate with clients and gives potential funders a 
clear statement of what your CSO or think tank is all about. For example, given that EAI is 
dedicated to “providing good ideas for South Korea’s domestic and foreign affairs,” it is crucial 
that EAI maintain its independence and not be influenced by a special interest group or 
political party. It is for this reason that EAI focuses on project based funding and seeks to 
diversify its funding sources. Also, as EAI hopes to “construct a democratic community,” 
running its organization in a transparent manner is extremely important. No matter what 
lofty goals an organization strives to achieve, if the CSO itself is not run in such a manner, the 
public will not trust the CSO. “Do as I say, not as I do,” cannot be a motto for any CSO.  
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3. Building a Network-based Think Tank 
 

 

■ EAI, Network-Based Organization
Organizational 

Structure Board of Trustees

President

Research Management Committee
(Research Center and Panel 

Directors)

Financial Committee

Chief of Staff

GovernancePublic 
Opinion

Financial 
Administration Team

External Affairs Team

Web Team

Research Support

Publications

Control tower 

Fundraising 
and Financial 
Management

Audit the Organization's 
Finances and Programs 

Research Plan Group, Core Members of EAI Network

Peace 
and 

Security

Network of 
Experts

Network of 
Supporters

 
 
Small but Powerful Think Tank, EAI! 
 
■ Board of Trustees: Composed of businessmen and executives, lawyers with interest in 

academia, and professors. Strives to maintain EAI’s independence and build an excellent 
management system. (1 Chairman, 21 Trustees, 2 Auditors) 

■ Financial Committee: Composed of 9 members of the Board of Trustees. Meets quarterly 
and is responsible for financial management and fundraising. Meets every year periodic 
audits by the Board of Trustees is carried out to receive Board’s approval.  

■ Research Management Committee: Composed of the Directors of the 6 research centers 
including the Asia Security Initiative Research Center, the Center for China Studies, the 
Center for North Korea Studies, the Center for Public Opinion Research, the Center for 
Japan Studies, and the Center for Governance Studies. The 6 Center Directors are non-
resident scholars who are affiliated with universities in Korea. 

■ Organization: 1 President and 11 staff members  
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■ EAI, Network-Based Organization

Structure
Network 

Management 

1.Execution
President 

and 11 Staff 
members

263 Individual 
Contributors

3. Funding
79 Businesses

4. Domestic Impact

Domestic Network

Major Media 
Outlets, 

Government 
Officials, 

Politicians

4. International Impact
International Network

International 
Advisory Panel 

with 20 
Members

345 
Participating 

Scholars

2. Research
6 Center 

Directors & 
19 Research 

Teams Financial 
Committee

 
 
1. Execution  

• The management structure is centered around the President and 11 staff members and they 
plan the research agenda, consult with participating experts and organizations, and are 
responsible for managing the research team and budget.  

• EAI strives to use an effective management structure that simplifies the process of getting 
from a decision to implementation.  

 
2. Research  

• Plans are made through the President and the Research Center Directors, and then 
consultation is made amongst EAI’ network of experts. Through this process of outsourcing, 
EAI has built the best domestic research teams.  

• In 2014, 19 individual research teams were managed. 
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3. Funding: Financial security is maintained through private donations and project financing 

• Private Contributors  
- Financial Stability through Contributors on the Board of Trustees, Individual Contributors, 

and Businessmen 
- Among EAI’ 263 individual supporters, the 60 core members are organized and forums are 

held to encourage their participation.  

• Sponsorships from Organizations and Businesses  
- Domestic and International Foundations and Businesses are targeted for funding based on 

the nature of a project  
- In 2014, research plans were submitted to 5 international foundations and 5 domestic 

foundations and about USD 800,000 was raised  

• Financial Management 
- Nine member financial committee meets quarterly and analyzes and manages the 

organization's finances.  
- The financial committee works closely with the Board of Trustees and meetings held by 

business contributors and takes the lead on managing finances.  
 
4. Dispersing Impact through Our Network 

• Domestic  
- From the beginning, running projects jointly with the media allowed for financial and 

outreach concerns to be solved.  
- Leading domestic opinion leaders including scholars, government officials, politicians, etc., 

participate to share their experience and ideas  
- In 2014, around 345 domestic experts participated in EAI programs  

   

• International  
- From its inception, EAI founded a 19 member international advisory panel to build its 

international network.  
- EAI plans projects that target international scholars such as the JEAS, EAI’s English 

language academic journal; EAI’s Fellowship Program on Peace, Governance, and 
Development in East Asia; and International Conferences  

- EAI’s President or Research Center Directors attend major seminars and conferences 
around the world and introduce EAI to scholars from around the world  

- Regular English and Chinese Newsletters are distributed to the international community  
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■ EAI, Network-Based Organization
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■ EAI, Network-Based Organization
The 2014 Global Go To Think Tank 
Index Report: EAI’s RankingsResult of Network Extension

Category Sub-Category Ranking

World
U.S. and Non-U.S. 60th

Non-U.S. 84th

Region
China, India, Japan, and the Republic 
of Korea 

15th

Area of Research Foreign Policy and International Affairs 73rd

Special Achievement

Outstanding Policy-Oriented Public 
Programs

54th

Transdisciplinary Research Program 54th

Use of Social Networks 53rd

Conference 50th

 
 
1. Initial Stage: Small staff and Network based Research Teams  
• Founded in 2002: 1 President and 1 staff member managed 6 outsourced research teams. 
• 2003: Contributor committee was founded around professors on the Board of Trustees. 2 

staff members and 10 research teams.  
• 2004: The number of scholars in EAI’s network reached 262 and the number of contributors 

doubled. The staff size increased to 4 members and 18 research teams were managed. First 
newsletter was sent and EAI began recruiting online supporters.   

• 2005: Held a Large International Conference (Dorasan Lecture), EAI Community (the 
number of participating professors, online supporters, and contributors) grew. EAI held its 
first evening event for supporters.  

• 2006: 5 staff members and 33 projects. The number of contributors rose to 214 following the 
contributor event held in 2005  
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2. Period of Large Expansion: International funding lead to financial stability and allowed 
for in-depth research  

• 2007: Staff size increased to 7 and 45 projects were carried out. EAI’s community continued 
to grow.  

• 2008: New President, Dr. Sook-Jong Lee. The number of online supporters grew.  
• 2009: Financial stability deepened following being chosen as a core organization for the 

Asian Security Initiative run by the U.S. based MacArthur Foundation. Staff grew to 8 
members and 96 projects were executed.  

• 2010: Through a USD 2,450,000 grant to be received over four years, the Peace and Security 
Unit was founded. 7 new staff members were hired bringing the total to 15 and 112 projects 
were implemented.  

• 2011: 14 staff members and 127 projects. According to the Think Tank and Civil Society 
Program’s (TTCSP) Global Go To Think Tank Index, which ranks more than 6,500 think 
tanks based on an international survey of scholars, donors, policy makers and journalists, 
EAI ranked 12th in Asia out of 1,200 institutes. In addition to English and Korean homepages, 
a Chinese homepage was developed and EAI’s international network expanded.  

• 2012: 13 staff members and 169 projects. EAI became the representative member of South 
Korea on the Council of Councils (CoC). Was ranked 24th among 50 institutes in the field of 
security and international affairs, 26th out of 30 institutes in the field of public policy, and 
22nd out of 30 institutes in Asia.  

 
3. Period of Experimenting with Institutionalization: Financial issues must be solved to 

successfully implement institutionalization  
• 2013: 12 staff members and 82 projects. After the conclusion of the MacArthur Foundation’s 

research on Asian Security, efforts have been devoted to multilateral funding to solve 
financial difficulties. According to the TTCSP rankings, EAI was ranked 65th among all 
think tanks, 25th in security and international affairs, 17th among institutes in China, India, 
Japan, and the Republic of Korea, and 49th in the field policy-oriented programs.  

• 2014: 11 staff members and 60 projects. The Board of Trustees and the Financial Committee 
have organized semi-annual funding efforts to help with institutionalization efforts. EAI was 
ranked in 8 areas of the TTCSP rankings: 65th in Top Global Think Tanks (US and Non-US), 
84th in Think Tanks outside of the US, 18th among institutes in China, India, Japan, and the 
Republic of Korea, 55th foreign policy and international affairs, 54th in policy-oriented 
research programs, 54th in best think tank conference, 54th in trans-disciplinary research 
programs, and 54th in best use of social media. 
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■ EAI’s Network

StructureThree Types

EAI

Experts

Opinion Leaders

Politicians

Public Officers

Institutions

Scholarship 
Awardees

Foreign 
Students in 
South Korea
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(Domestic/Overseas)

Young Students

Experts

Government 
(Central / Local)

Foundations 
(Domestic / Overseas)

Universities

Think Tanks

Media

CSOs, NGOs

Scholars

■ EAI’s Network

StructureNetwork with Institutions: Council of Councils (CoC)

• Initiated in 2012 by the Council on Foreign Relations, CoC is a network of leading 
foreign policy think tanks from around the world which promote dialogue on 
global governance and multilateral cooperation. 

• EAI was invited to join the network as a founding member and South Korea’s 
representative think tank.

• Every year, CoC holds one annual conference and two regional conferences. In 
addition to regular meetings, CoC also publishes Global Memos, briefings are 
published which gather opinions of global experts from CoC members on major 
international developments.

• EAI maintains the sustainability of its network with CoC by regularly attending and 
presenting at CoC conferences, and utility of its network by authoring Global 
Memos. 
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■ EAI’s Network

StructureNetwork with Institutions: Asia Democracy Network (ADN)

• Founded in 2013, ADN is an international network composed of civil society organizations, 
networks, and democracy advocates in Asia, working toward promotion and consolidation of 
democracy and human rights. 

• EAI was a founding member and is a representative on the Steering Committee. 

• The ADN Steering Committee holds semiannual meetings to report on past/current activities and 
discuss future agendas. It also publishes a monthly newsletters to promote member activities. 

■ EAI’s Network

StructureNetwork with Institutions: Asia Democracy Network (ADN)

• EAI’s involvement in ADN further led to its initiative in organizing the Asia 
Democracy Research Network (ADRN) and the Korea Democracy Network (KDN). 

- As a research pillar of the ADN, ADRN aims at providing action-driven, research-based action 
plans as advocacy tools to promote policy dialogue and reflection among CSOs and 
advocates. 

 In 2013-2014, the inaugural workshop was organized, and two reports were published by ADRN 
member institutions. 

 In order to strengthen network ties, EAI will organize a workshop and increase publication activities. 

- KDN, which consists of four democracy-related NGOs and think tanks based in Korea, 
functions as the secretariat of the ADN.

• EAI has been successful in sustaining and expanding ADN.

- A future challenge is maintaining the sustainability of the ADRN. 
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■ EAI’s Network

StructureNetwork with Experts: EAI Fellows Program

• Launched in 2005, this program aims to provide opportunities for East Asia 
specialists to conduct field research and interact with scholars and students in 
South Korea, China, Japan, and Taiwan. 

• EAI Fellows give seminars and lectures based on their research topic during their 
research trips to two or more Participating Institutions. Upon the completion of 
their visits, Fellows are to revise their research papers and submit to an academic 
journal for review and publication. 

• Since 2005, EAI Fellows Program has assisted 53 Fellows. 

• EAI’s network with Fellows has maintained sustainability by promoting academic 
exchange and communication among scholars with expertise in East Asia to build 
intellectual networks among East Asia specialists throughout the world and utility
by regularly holding seminars and publishing 5-6 working papers. 

■ EAI’s Network

StructureNetwork with Experts: EAI Fellows Program
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■ EAI’s Network

StructureNetwork with Young Students

• EAI’s pioneering network program for young students is internships. 
- Since 2004, the internship program has been offered to undergraduate & 

graduate students for the period of 3 months to apply their education to the real 
world

- Over 200 interns are connected through the EAI Intern Facebook page 
- In order to strengthen their ties to the institution, EAI provides weekly intern 

seminars, an educational program specifically designed for interns 
• EAI’s internship program expanded to other networking opportunities with EAI 

intern graduates and international students residing in Korea. 
- EPIK Spiders 
 In 2009, EPIK Spiders, a network of EAI intern graduates, was created 
 Since 2010, EPIK Spiders has organized an annual academic conference called EPIK Young Leaders Conference 
 Network is managed through an advisory board of 15 professors and a steering committee made up of EAI 

intern graduates 

- Korea Friendship 
 An educational and networking program for international students residing in Korea 
 Efforts to help international students connect and empathize with Korean society 
 Korea Friendship Facebook page is used to provide a space for graduates and current participants to keep in 

touch after the program 

 
 
EAI as a Hub of Extended Networks 
 
As shown above, EAI is at the center of these three networks (institutions, experts, and young 
students). These three networks can be brought together in a variety of ways to create greater 
impact. In cooperation with the Korea Foundation (institution network), EAI is able to create 
a program for international exchange students living in Korea (young students network). 
These exchange students participate in a series of lectures to learn more about Korea from 
some of the top Korean experts in the fields of history, economics, arts, politics, culture and 
many others (expert network). This synergy of the three programs not only benefits EAI’s 
clients in terms of teaching students and providing experts and institutions with a chance to 
share their ideas and gain positive media exposure, but in the end it also widens EAI’s 
international network as those young students grow into the experts of tomorrow. Another 
example is EAI providing opportunities for its interns (young student network) to attend a 
conference jointly held by EAI and other partner institutions (institution network) at which 
the keynote speaker is a leading scholar in the relevant field (expert network). The students 
are able to learn and grow, EAI is able to network and execute a program with a partner 
institution which reaffirms their link, and experts are able to share their opinions and are 
drawn further into EAI’s network.  
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■ EAI’s Network

StructureVarious Roles 

• Those within EAI’s network, regardless of their type, play different roles, depending on 

their level of involvement, commitment, and expertise in any given project. EAI’s network 

can be categorized into three different groups according to their roles.

Supporters Partners Participants

 
 

Various Roles of EAI’s Network  
 
Those within EAI’s network, regardless of their type, play different roles, depending on their 
level of involvement, commitment, and expertise in any given project. Allocating various roles 
to different actors within the network is a necessary requirement for effective network 
management. Generally, EAI’s network can be categorized into three different groups 
according to their roles: supporters, project partners, and participants. Granted, some 
institutions or individuals can have interconnected roles; for example, some of them provide 
funding to a research project while participating as a partner at the same time.  

 
(1) Project Supporters 
As a non-profit think tank, EAI has to mobilize funding to carry out its activities. As roughly 
70 percent of its expenditures are composed of research funding from outside institutions or 
individuals, EAI’s network with institutions and individuals who act as supporters is crucial. 
Supporters provide necessary funding for EAI to create, devise, conduct, and disseminate our 
research projects.  
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Project supporters within EAI’s network consist of the following: overseas foundations 
(MacArthur Foundation/Chang Ching Kuo Foundation/Henry Luce Foundation/National 
Endowment for Democracy); Korean government (Ministries of Foreign Affairs/Unification); 
domestic media (SBS); domestic grant-making institutions (Korea Foundation/Korea 
Foundation for Advanced Studies); private companies (Samyang/Hanssem/Maeil Dairy); and 
individual donors.  
 
(2) Project Partners  
The second role of EAI’s network is that of project partner. In many projects and activities, 
EAI has been working in partnership with many institutions and individuals. Project partners, 
be it an institution or individual scholar, within EAI’s network collaborate closely with EAI 
from inception to completion of activities. Since EAI focuses on network-based research with 
non-resident experts on an ad hoc basis, EAI’s network with partners is a key to successfully 
implementing and executing projects made possible by supporters.  

Partners are recruited based on project-specific and expertise-based grounds. EAI’s 
relationship with partners can be described as a network consisting of various smaller 
networks, since partners oftentimes bring in experts and scholars in their own personal and 
professional network. EAI’s Asia Democracy Research Network (ADRN) is a prime example 
in which the network members are also part of Network of Democracy Research Institute 
(NDRI), thereby bringing NDRI network into EAI’s network.  
 
(3) Project Participants  
While supporters make the inception of a project possible and partners work toward 
execution, it is participants who finalize the process by contributing to dissemination of the 
final outcome. Participants are those in EAI’s network who follow up on our activities and 
outcomes via newsletters, EAI website, or SNS channels; attend events; and participate in 
educational programs provided by EAI such as internships.  

EAI maintains a close relationship with participants by regularly sorting through its 
newsletter mailing list and updating information through online and offline channels. This 
group is usually our target audience for project outcomes. Therefore, it is vital to keep the 
communications and dialogue with participants interactive, free-flowing, and open. 
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■ EAI’s Network

StructureKey Concepts of EAI’s Network Strategy 

• Three key concepts, which are vital in planning, executing, and evaluating the network 

activities and outputs, act as a double-sided coin in that they are necessary in 

maintaining effective networks and yet, they are, to a certain extent, an outcome of an 

effective network. 

Sustainability Utility Expandability

 
 

Key Concepts of EAI’s Network Strategy  
 
EAI’s network strategy zeroes in on three key concepts which are vital in planning, executing, 
and evaluating the network activities and outputs. The following key concepts act as a double-
sided coin in that they are necessary for maintaining effective networks and yet, they are, to a 
certain extent, an outcome of an effective network.  
 
(1) Sustainability  
Sustainability is the first core concept to maintaining EAI’s network. In order to build up and 
collaborate within its network, the network itself needs to be sustainable. Sustainability 
depends on many factors. One such factor is funding. Without a stable source of funding to 
support the network activities, the network’s existence cannot be maintained, let alone provide 
an impact. Another factor is a shared sense of commitment and willingness among network 
members. As any network is made up of individuals, thereby making it dependent on human 
interaction, a shared sense of solidarity and commitment is important.  

EAI maintains the sustainability of its network by regularly participating in and providing 
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inputs to network activities. Such close relationships nurture a strong sense of solidarity and 
shared identity among network members. EAI’s regular attendance and insightful inputs at the 
Council of Councils (CoC) conferences has earned it a reputation for reliability, leading to an 
increased role and presence assigned to EAI by the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). This, 
in turn, helps maintain EAI’s network with the CoC.  
  
(2) Utility  
Our network’s sustainability is further enhanced by utility. If an output of network activities 
does not align with, contribute to, or complement the ultimate goals of the network, the very 
necessity of its existence can be questioned. In the end, it is utility that is a measurable 
indicator of a network’s success or failure. Conscious efforts to produce outputs that make 
significant contributions to the goals of a network and to objectively evaluate its performance 
are necessary in managing a network.  

EAI’s network-based strategy has enabled it to maximize its outputs at a low cost. Once a 
project is funded and confirmed, EAI assembles a research team of non-resident scholars with 
expertise for specific issues targeted for a particular project. For every project, EAI also 
assigns a group of reviewers who are within EAI’s network of scholars but not participating in 
this particular project to evaluate objectively the progress and outcome. This careful selection 
and assembly of experts ensures the quality of outputs, thereby strengthening EAI’s network.  
 
(3) Expandability  
An effective network should go beyond its own boundaries and expand its sphere of influence 
and impact other networks. As the very definition of “network” suggests interconnectedness 
with other networks and creation of subnetworks, expandability is a core concept in 
maintaining and managing a network. 

EAI’s network strategy is characterized by expandability. EAI successfully expanded its role 
as a founding member of the Asia Democracy Network (ADN) to launch its own research 
network with like-minded democracy research think tanks across Asia. Based on the shared 
perception that activities of democracy activists and NGOs in the ADN need to be bolstered 
and strengthened by scientific research methods and policy-driven action plans, ADRN 
complements the ADN and is closely connected with the goals of promoting and 
consolidating democracy in Asia.  
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4. Programs and Activities 
 
 

■Network-based Research Program

National Security Panel (NSP)

• The Signature Research Panel of EAI
- The National Security Panel (NSP) was established early in EAI’s history.

- Chair: Dr. Young-Sun Ha (EAI Chairman of Board of Trustees / Professor Emeritus Seoul 
National University)

- Members are university professor who are invited based on their research 
agenda and their expertise. From its establishment, around 40  scholars in 
total have participated in the NSP’s cutting-edge projects.

- NSP analyzes current and emerging foreign affairs and national security 
issues in the era of transformation throughout the world. It also releases 
policy-relevant reports which provide an analytic framework for explaining 
and predicting such issues. The NSP generates rigorous discussions among 
domestic/foreign experts on foreign affairs and security in East Asia as well 
as in Korea.

 
 
The National Security Panel (NSP) advocated the concept of “complex diplomacy” to address 
the changing security challenges of the twenty-first century. The concept was born from the 
complexity of the post-Cold War global order, and argues that the traditional issues of security 
and economy have been joined by a number of diversified and inter-linked challenges in the 
areas of environment, culture, and technology. 

After several years of advocating for “complex diplomacy,” EAI has seen this notion 
become incorporated into the thinking of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Korea. 
At his inaugural speech on October 8, 2010, Foreign Minister Kim Sung-hwan described new 
foreign-policy strategies including “total diplomacy” for multiple actors and “complex 
diplomacy” for issue contents, as well as “digital-network diplomacy” and “soft-power 
diplomacy.” 

Several EAI scholars also participated in a workshop with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
to discuss new visions and goals for Korea’s foreign policy.  
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■Network-based Research Program
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■Network-based Research Program

Cycle of NSP’s Research Activity
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■Network-based Research Program

Election Studies Panel

• Targeting Niche Market of Election Studies and Public Survey
- Panel survey method is appealing for studying elections because one of the 

interesting topics of election study is individual changes in voting behavior 
over time. EAI introduced the merits of the panel survey method to Korea’s 
election studies, which attracted interest from politicians, political parties, 
the media, and the academic community.

• Collaboration with Media
- From the start, the research proposal suggesting the use of panel surveys 

appealed to the media. EAI was able to collaborate with media, SBS and 
Joongang Daily, and disseminate its result through its media partners.

• The Election Studies Panel has announced the panel survey results of  
local, general, and presidential elections since 2006.

■Network-based Research Program

Election Studies Panel
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■ Forums and Conferences

Market Place of Ideas

Commun
icationPeople Ideas

Network Synergy Impact

Managing the whole procedure of a conference is essential 
and it should flow smoothly from start to finish.

Famous participants can encourage other experts’ active 
participation and attract attention from the media and public.

Good agendas attract good participants, including speakers 
(experts), audiences, and media representatives. The best 
format should be designed based on the agenda..

■ Forums and Conferences

Conditions for a Successful Conference

Agenda

Speakers

Manage-
ment
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■ Forums and Conferences

• List Candidate Experts Considering Their 
Experiences, Expertise, Affiliation, 
Nationality, Gender, Personality, Etc.

• Snowball Effect: Inviting one key 
participant who is well-known is essential. 
Then he/she can encourages other 
participants to respond to attend.

• Quality conference requires quality 
participants.

• Sequential Invitation: Sending invitations 
simultaneously can create a mix up. 

Inviting Expert Participants
No. Name Role Yes No

1 David Keynote v

2 John Keynote v

3 Mary Keynote v

1 James Discussant v

2 Laura Discussant v

3 Lucy Discussant v

4 George Discussant v

1 Cindy Presenter v

2 Rachel Presenter v

3 Steve Presenter v

■ Forums and Conferences

• Satisfying Strategy: “EAI’s conference is worth attending”
- Whom should we satisfy? Expert Participants and Audience
- Expert Participants’ Expectations: Share his/her Opinions and Ideas Freely, 
Communicating with Other Experts, Exchanging Ideas, Exposed to Public and Media

- Audience’s Expectations: Meet Famous Experts, Listen to Their Ideas and Opinions, 
Communicate with Experts and Other Audience members, Opportunity to Raise Their 
Opinions

•Check list
- Checklist is intended to facilitate the process and includes various activities that should be 
performed to assure successful conference organization.

• Seamless Operation of the Whole Procedure
- Simulation in advance will help to minimize unexpected accidents.
- Scenarios in each event and linking plan among events should be established.

Successfully Managing the Conference
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■ Forums and Conferences

Successful Managing the Conference

•Contingency planning
- Prepare a plan for unexpected events and plans need to be regularly updated and 
tested through simulations. Prepare for problems such as missing or late speakers by 
organizing a few concurrent activities and keeping your organization flexible.

-Examples:  Controlling the audience Q&A is difficult so try using written questions.  
When using simultaneous translation services , you should be prepared for confusion 
between the different language channels.  When moving between venues, announce 
the proper route to avoid going back and forth.

• Publicize the Conference
- Encourage Awareness and Interest for the Conference
- Take Advantage of Multiple Channels: Posters, Invitation Letters, Placards, Media 
Releases, Website, Newsletter, SNS, Etc.

■ Forums and Conferences

• Networking
-Forums and Conferences offer opportunities for leading scholars in Korea to meet 
and engage with prominent figures from around the world.

- If the conference experience is positive, the expert participants will be powerful 
nodes in EAI’s network. It will be much easier to invite them to future events.

• Dissemination
-Policy ideas which have been produced by the conference should be widely
disseminated so they can benefit society. EAI posts video clips, booklets, and
reporteurs on the website, and opens them to the public.

-EAI tries to arrange media outlets through which expert participants can express
their ideas and opinions, including interviews, dialogues, article contribution, etc.

Post-Conference
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Example: Check List for Conference Management, “The 3rd Korea-Japan Future Dialogue” 
 

Program Time Items Quan. 
Person in 

Charge 
Note 

Welcoming 
Dinner July 
17(Thur) 

18:30~21:00 

Name Tent 40 

The Westin 
Chosun Hotel 

 
Dinner Menu : Western x 40pax 

 
Photographer by 6pm 

Seating Board 1 Interpreters by 6:30pm 

Red wine x 6 (1 bottle per table) 6 Banner set by 2pm 

Annual Report (ENG/KOR) 40 

EAI 

 
Books(2 x Korean panelists, 
1xJapan panelists) 

60 
 

Seating Plan 10 Meeting with President Kudo 
at The Circle at 5:30pm Logistic plan 10 

Program 40 
 

Present for Guests 40 
 

EAI file 40 
 

Leaflet 50 
 

Korea-Japan 
Future 
Dialogue 
July 18(Fri) 

Closed 
Session 
(09:00~12:00) 

Name tag 
 

The Westin 
Chosun Hotel 

 
Seating Plan 

 
Photographer by 9:30am 

Morning Break from 9:00-9:30 30 Interpreters by 9:30am 

Business card holder 
 

Banner set by 8am 

Attendants List 
 

EAI 

 
Name Tent 

 
Hotel manager : 010-3***-1**3 

Staff name tag 
  

Registration list 
  

Participant Table setting : 
Annual report(ENG,KOR), 
Leaflet, Logistics, Pen  

  

Laptop 3 
 

Luncheon 
(12:00~13:30) 

Name tent 
 

The Westin 
Chosun Hotel 

1 x speech from each party 

Lunch Menu: Chinese   40 
 

Seating Plan 
  

Open 
Session(13:30
~18:00) 

Seating Plan 
 

Interpretation booth needs to 
relocate 

Afternoon Break  100 
 

Reception 
(Rose Room, 
18:00~18:30) 

Set up : cocktail table, scattered 
chair   
Buffet menu 40 

 

Farewell 
Dinner 
(18:30~20:00) 

Set up : cocktail table, scattered 
chair  The Westin 

Chosun Hotel 

Pianist by 6pm : 010-3372-
3309 

Dinner Menu : Standing Buffet  100 
 

VIP Registration  
 

EAI 
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Fortunately, conferences are short-lived events. Don’t regret 
anything that cannot be fixed. Focus on “NOW.”

An overwhelming feeling is “normal.” You can control and 
manage them all. Be confident, and smile!

Everyone will ask you constantly for decisions and instructions 
during the event. Your decisions and instructions should be 
quick and accurate.

Conference managers should always keep the “big picture” in 
mind while the conference is going on. Use it as a guideline.

■ Forums and Conferences

Advice to Conference Managers

Big Picture

Decisions and 
Instructions

Smile

Don’t Regret

 
 
The Importance of Conferences 
 
As a independent think tank, the one of the main mediums for disseminating the research and 
ideas that are produced is conferences. Conferences are crucial because, as opposed to 
publications which are passive, they provide an active opportunity for the audience, experts, 
and institutions to come face to face with each other and share their opinions. But due to the 
number of people and the active nature of conferences, they can also be burdensome and 
difficult to manage. They can also be expensive and have a negative impact if poorly planned. 
Therefore, making a checklist and checking it twice is crucial to executing a solid conference 
where ideas freely flow and the organization comes out looking like an able communication 
facilitator. 
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■ Educational Program: KF-EAI Korea Friendship

• Nurturing the Future
- Talented youth should lead in the future, and EAI recognizes the value in 

investing in education and human development.

- EAI’s knowledge and ideas can be utilized as tools for education.

• Korea Beginning to Use Public Diplomacy
-KF-EAI Korea Friendship is a program that aims to provide educational and 
networking opportunities to international exchange students living in Korea. 
Through deepening participants knowledge of Korea, the hope is that these 
students will look upon Korea more fondly and become Korea’s ambassadors 
to the world. The program also offers EAI the opportunity to expand its 
global network.

Program Background

■ Educational Program: KF-EAI Korea Friendship

About the Program

• The programs are composed of a lecture series and networking opportunities 
in which students can  “explore,” “communicate,” and “empathize” with Korea.

Korea Friendship 
Academicus
Discovering 

Korean society

Korea Friendship 
Communicus

Essay contest and 
conference for 

communication 
with Korean 

society
Korea Friendship 

Empathicus
Networking with 
various groups 
within Korean 

society

Communicate

Explore
Empathize

Event Information

[Korea Friendship 
Academicus]

8 part lecture series

Discovering various aspects
of Korea : economy, culture, 

arts, society, diplomacy, 
politics, and national security

[Korea Friendship 
Communicus]

Next Generation 
Conference

Essay Contest and 
Conference

[Korea Friendship 
Empathicus]

Korea Friendship Gala 
and EAI Young Festival

Commencement Ceremony 
and Networking Gala 

Program
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■ Educational Program: KF-EAI Korea Friendship

• Maximizing Synergy and Impact through Linkage with Other Programs
- EAI linked KF with other international conference programs, such as the 2nd

Korea-Japan Future Dialogue and the Korea Global Forum 2014. Foreign 
students who are members of KF attended these events as observers and 
audience members, and they were able to experience the real public diplomacy 
of today and had opportunities to interact with experts and scholars.

The Main Characteristics

2nd Korea-Japan Future Dialogue Korea Global Forum 2014

■ Educational Program: KF-EAI Korea Friendship

• Network Expansion
- Focus on networking between Korean society and the international 

community residing Korea.

- Allow international students and Korean students to expand mutual 
understanding through sharing ideas and cultural exchange.

The Main Characteristics

Next Generation Conference Korea Friendship Gala EAI Young Festival
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5. Impact and Dissemination 
 

 

■ Impact and Dissemination: Media Relations

Media and Civil Society Organizations

• A Channel to Engage the Public in a Meaningful Way
- Media plays an important role in terms of connecting CSOs to society and 

maximizing the organization’s impact.

- Developing an effective and sustainable media relations strategy is crucial 
for CSOs from the very beginning.

• Spread Your Ideas, Learn from Others
- Having an effective media relations capability allows CSOs to capitalize on 

the media’s dissemination and feedback functions.

- Through the media, CSOs can learn just as much about the public as they 
can offer, ensuring projects are in touch with society as a whole.

 

 
The Importance of the Media 
 
The media is a very important channel for CSOs to engage the public in a meaningful way. 
Not only does the media provide free publicity for the CSO and its activities, it also offers an 
opportunity to maximize impact through dissemination and feedback. Without the media, the 
impact of a given project would be limited and it will only be able to reach a small audience. 
The media is also important because it provides a glimpse into key issues that are relevant and 
interesting to the public. Through the media, CSOs can learn just as much about the public as 
they can offer and this allows them to ensure the projects are in touch with society as a whole 

Dissemination is a crucial factor for maximizing impact. Developing an ongoing 
relationship with the media equips CSOs with the best way to reach people who are not 
necessarily familiar with their projects and provide them with an opportunity to learn more   
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The Importance of the Media

• Dissemination
- CSOs can reach people who are not familiar with their projects and provide 

them with the opportunity to learn more about the organization by 
disseminating their outputs through the media.

- Media relations is key to ensure the effectiveness of the CSO’s website or 
subscription base by increasing their accessibility to the public.

• Feedback
- The media can offer a glimpse into key issues that are relevant and 

interesting to the public by means of providing feedback to CSOs.

- CSOs can also raise new and important issues for society by engaging with 
the media and identifying what issues are not being addressed.

■ Impact and Dissemination: Media Relations

 

about the organization as well. While a well-managed website or a strong subscription base is 
necessary to increase the public’s accessibility to the CSO, media relations is key to ensure the 
effectiveness of such channels by bridging them with a wider audience. 

Feedback is another important factor for CSOs to consider when they seek to maximize 
impact. Without knowing how the outcome of a given project is received by the public, CSOs 
could often find themselves isolated from the relevant issues among its peers as well as the 
public. Oftentimes, reporters can provide important feedback to CSOs by letting them know 
what they are interested in, which in turn reflects the interest of the general public. This does 
not mean that CSOs should always invest in projects that the media desires, and it is equally 
important for CSOs to raise new issues that the media or the general public are not aware of. 
Nevertheless, CSOs can learn from the feedback they receive from the media, and use them to 
the benefit of ongoing and future projects. 

Considering these aspects, the media plays an important role in terms of connecting CSOs 
to society and maximizing the organization’s impact. Starting from the very beginning, 
therefore, it is crucial for CSOs to utilize the media and benefit from its capabilities including 
dissemination and feedback by developing an effective and sustainable media relations 
strategy.  
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EAI MEDIA

Dissemination

Feedback

Wider Audience
Project Promotion
Increased Publicity

Important Issues
New Projects

Meaningful Engagement

IMPACT

■ Impact and Dissemination: Media Relations

 
 

EAI’s Media Relations Strategy 
 
EAI has always considered the media to be a key partner in promoting its projects as well as 
the institute, improving the quality of its research, and addressing the most relevant issues that 
are of interest to people of South Korea and the world. In order to ensure an effective and 
sustainable media relations capability, EAI has been implementing a network based strategy 
by nurturing its relationship with a core group of individual journalists as well as newspaper 
companies.  

For EAI, the media is not only a channel to promote its projects, but also a platform where 
researchers and journalists come together to develop new ideas under a common interest. For 
instance, EAI would engage in joint projects with a newspaper company by identifying a topic 
that is interesting from the media’s perspective, and that which EAI could offer its expertise. 
This has been the case for a number of activities under EAI’s public opinion studies program 
including projects related to Korea-U.S. relations, Korean identity, and perceptions toward the 
economy.  
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EAI’s Media Relations Strategy

• Why Media Matters
- EAI has always considered the media to be a key partner in promoting its 

projects as well as its institute, improving the quality of research, and 
addressing the most relevant issues that are of interest to the general 
public.

• Finding Common Ground
- For EAI, the media is not only a channel to promote its projects, but also a 

platform where researchers and journalists come together to develop new 
ideas under a common interest.

• Building a Sustainable Network
- Nurturing a meaningful relationship with individual journalists as well as 

newspaper companies is key to EAI’s network based media relations 
strategy.

■ Impact and Dissemination: Media Relations

 

 

The EAI-Press Forum is an ongoing monthly seminar series that offers a core group of 
domestic and international journalists the opportunity to interact with experts and engage 
each other through discussions on a topic of mutual interest. Through this program, EAI has 
been able to nurture meaningful relationships with these journalists who are eager to learn 
about other projects in the organization and become more active in terms of dissemination 
and feedback. 

While joint projects and seminars proved to be an effective way to increase EAI’s visibility 
and exposure to the media, such opportunities were often rare during the early stages of EAI’s 
growth and development. Taking the first step required EAI to exert extra effort in terms of 
establishing itself as a reputable expert organization that not only appeals to the South Korean 
public but also to the broader international community. It also required EAI staff members to 
engage with journalists and manage their contact information on a regular basis, often by 
providing Korean and English newsletters as well as well written press releases for projects and 
events. 
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How EAI Works with the Media

• Joint Projects in Public Opinion Studies
- EAI’s public opinion studies program, including topics related to Korea-U.S. 

relations, Korean identity, and perceptions toward the economy, were 
carried out as joint projects with the media.

• EAI-Press Forum
- Through a monthly seminar series, EAI offers a core group of domestic and 

international journalists the opportunity to interact with experts and 
engage each other through discussions on a topic of mutual interest.

Prior to these projects, EAI had to first establish itself as a reputable expert organization 
that could appeal to the general public.

It was also important for EAI staff members to regularly engage with journalists, 
manage their contact info, and provide newsletters and well written press releases on 
projects and events as necessary.

■ Impact and Dissemination: Media Relations

 
 

As a small but effective organization, the key to EAI’s media relations strategy was in the 
networking capability of the staff members who could develop relationships with journalists 
in a sustainable manner. Finding common ground has also been a focal point in EAI’s 
approach to the media, which often led to new and more interesting projects that could bring 
about a greater impact on society. Based on this strategy, EAI continues to strengthen its 
media relations capability so that it contributes to the goal of maximizing impact. 
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■ Impact and Dissemination: Publication

StructureJournal of East Asian Studies

•  Publication Model based on Roundabout Strategy
- Targeting scholars all over the world whose expertise is East Asian study
- Publication of quality articles made the journal prestigious.
- Since 2008, JEAS has been included in the Social Science Citation Index.

•  Leading Role of Editor
- EAI invited Prof. Stephan Haggard (UC San Diego) to be the Editor of 

JEAS, as he is one of the leading scholars on Asian studies with high 
productivity.

- EAI endowed him with leadership to shape and develop the journal into 
a world class publication.

•  Partnership with a Publisher based in the U.S.
- Considering the target readers and market, EAI decided to outsource 

publication and marketing to U.S. based Lynne Rienner Publishers
- Beginning in 2016, JEAS will start a new partnership with Cambridge 

University Press.

- Construction of the JEAS Editorial Board with Leading Scholars from all over the World
- With the editorial board members’ network, inviting a peer-review referee became easier.

■ Impact and Dissemination: Publication

StructureJournal of East Asian Studies

It was very difficult to put the JEAS on the “normal” track of an  
academic journal. No one knew about the journal so there was a lack 
of quality article submissions, and scholars hesitated to be peer-
review referees. Two strategies were considered: linking and network.

Prof. Stephan Haggard
Editor, JEAS

Network Strategy: Editorial Board and Referees Group

- EAI Fellows Program: Fellowship awardees were required to submit their research paper to JEAS
- Conferences: Presentation papers at a conference were encouraged to submit to JEAS
→ Submission of Quality Articles to the JEAS

Linking Strategy: Linking with Other Programs
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■ Impact and Dissemination: Publication

StructureAnnual Report

In business, an annual report is a comprehensive report on a company’s activities throughout 
the preceding year. Annual reports are intended to give shareholders and other interested 
people information about the company’s activities and financial performance. 

Publicize 
Activities and 
Performances

Include 
Financial 

Report for 
Shareholders

Legal Requirement (for Profit-
seeking organization)

■ Impact and Dissemination: Publication

StructureEAI’s Annual Report

• Considering its capacity, EAI chose to publish a “biannual” report.
• Without legal requirement, EAI focuses on its publicizing function.
• English and Korean versions are published.

Mission 
Statement

Organization 
Structure

Timeline

Board of 
Trustees

Research 
Activities

Forums and 
Conferences

Publications

Supporters

EAI Network 
Participants

Other 
Programs

Financial 
Report

Key Members 
of EAI Network

Staff

EAI’s Annual Report
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•Long-term publication
•Book publication takes much 
longer than reports.
•Outsourcing: Design, Printing, 
Marketing, Stock Management
•Catchy Cover Design and Title

•Timing is important.
•E-Publication: Rapid release 
and dissemination
•Various Formats: Working Paper, 
Issue Briefing, Memo, Special 
Report, etc.

■ Impact and Dissemination: Publication

StructureReports and Books

• Reports and Books are the final product of EAI’s research programs, and they 
deliver ideas to readers who are interested in the issue.

Reports Books

* All of EAI’s publications should be registered to the governmental authority, the National Library of Korea.

 
 
Publications are your First Impression 
 
Whether it is a poster inviting the public to a conference, an article in a newspaper, or the 
homepage of your website, publications often provide your clients with their first impression 
of your organization. And as we all know, first impressions are extremely important and can 
often make or break a relationship. Publications need to be catchy and attention grabbing, well 
designed, use accurate language and grammar, and be informative, all at the same time. 
Publications should be reviewed, reviewed, and then reviewed one more time. Catching that 
one tiny error may be the difference between having the audience show up at 10:00 am instead 
of 10:00 pm.  
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■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service

Building a Website

●Main Components : Domain, Web and Server Hosting, Web Document

• Domain : Find a Professional Service and Register

• Hosting : Find a Company that Has a Dedicated Line for High-speed Internet that Leases or 
Provides Server Space Internet

- Web Hosting: Used by Multiple Users at One Time, Cheap Price, Limited Authority and Resources
- Server Hosting: Single User Server, Guaranteed Security, Independent Network, High-speed Access

• Web Document : HTML and other coding and design work can be done through a manufacturer

• Procedure for Building a Website

Plan Your Site Design & 
Coding Programming Debugging & 

Testing
Site is 

Complete

EAI Website

● Introduction 

• Redesign: June 1, 2009

• Languages: Korean, English, Chinese

• Menu: About the Institute, Publications, News and Events

• Special Features

- All Three Languages are Updated Simultaneously

- Contents are Searchable by Title, Keyword, and Tags

- PDF Files are Freely Downloadable

- Interviews, Lectures, and other Videos are Viewable

• Mobile site will open in September 2015.

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service
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EAI Website

● Functions

• Provides Access to All EAI Programs and Contents

• Functions as a Public Space Where Anybody Can Access EAI Research and Reports

• Serves as an Archive for All of EAI’s Research

●Admin Page (http://www.eai.or.kr/admin/)

• A Separate Page for Posting Content, Only the Webmaster Can Access this Page

• Real-time Updates on Newsletter Subscriptions, Requests for Conferences and Other Activities

●Analysis of Visitors: Drawing up Monthly Reports on Visitor Activity

• Utilization of Google Analytics https://www.google.com/analytics/

• Programs can be improved or planned based on the number of views

• Understanding the Country of Origin, the Access Method, etc. 

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service

Page Views and the Number of Visitors by Year
(June 2009 – December 2014)

322,741

429,991

377,044

432,267
406,450

581,438

40,787 

86,633 

66,956 

79,675 
84,411 

167,014 

20,000

120,000

220,000

320,000

420,000

520,000

620,000

20,000 

40,000 

60,000 

80,000 

100,000 

120,000 

140,000 

160,000 

180,000 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Number of 
Visitors

EAI Website

Page 
Views

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service
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Visitors Based on Country (July 1 – 31 2015)EAI Website

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service

Nations Rate of Visitors Change in Rank

71.82 % -

9.48 % -

2.89 % -

2.80 % Previously 5th

2.27 % Previously 4th

1.13 % Previously 7th

0.97 % Previously 10th

0.86 % Previously 6th

0.71 % Previously 19th

0.56 % Previously 11th

● Posting
• Posting Procedure: Request for Posting → Apply for an ISBN→ Convert File to PDF → Compile 
Images → Connect with Related Project and Event → Enter Each Itemized Content→Upload 
Main Page→ Request Confirmation →Disseminate on Facebook and Twitter 

• Decide Before Posting Whether the Content will be Included in the Newsletter. 
• If content includes a video, prepare the video in various formats on Youtube. After uploading on 
Youtube, enter the source code and share on Facebook and Twitter.

● Cost
• Domain : 20 USD/Year
• Server Hosting : 190 USD/Month (Firewall, Storage, Network)
• Licensing Fees for Server Management (One-time Fee) : Windows Server 2012, MS SQL Server 
2014, Dext Upload, SSL Security Key

EAI Website

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service
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Newsletter

● Introduction

• Languages: Korean, English, Chinese

• Types: Montly Newsletter, Publications, Event Invitations, Media Releases, and Other 
Announcements

• Recipients: Email Group Register on EAI’s DB

• Procedure: Request Newsletter Release (Headline and Article) → Design Sample (HTML 
Coding)→ Pre-test→ Final Confirmation→ Release (High Volume Email Sender)

● Email Group

• Target : Subscribers, Supporters, Participants of EAI’s Network, Etc.

• Monthly Newsletter: Korean (Around 5,200 Recipients), English (1,200), Chinese (500)

• Targeting Recipients Based on the Type and Contents of the Newsletter

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service

Newsletter

● Points to Keep in Mind

• A Window into EAI

- Design Gives the First Impression

- Draw Attention to Core Contents

- Use Images, Minimize Text

• Reader Friendly

- Importance of Cover Story

- Catchy Headline

- Simple and Concise Articles 

- Followed Up With Articles about EAI’s 

Various Activities and Publications

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service
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Newsletter

High 
Volume 

Email 
Sender

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service

Social Network Service (SNS)

●Why is SNS Important?

• SNS is one of the most active communication tools today

• EAI can disseminate updates quickly and widely through SNS

• EAI also manages closed groups for some projects on SNS

● Current Status of EAI’s SNS Usage (As of August 14, 2015)

• Facebook: 2,188 Likes on EAI Page

• Twitter: 9,879 Followers

• Youtube: 43,416 Views

• www.facebook.com/EAIorkr                  • twitter.com/eai_2002                           • www.youtube.com/eaiorkr)   

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service
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Effective Management of Web Service

Real-time and 
Simultaneous 

Updates

• Website
• Newsletter
• SNS 

+ Multi-Language

User Friendly 
Design

• Good Impression
• Easy Access

Multiple 
Channels

• Access to EAI
• Disseminate to 

the Audience
• Extension of 

Impact

With the development of internet and information technology, small think 
tanks with limited funds can use these channels to disseminate their ideas 
and products to more people than ever before. Therefore, we should take 
advantage of these new outlets.

■ Impact and Dissemination: Web Service
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6. Financial Management 
 

■ Financial Management

Three Elements of Financial Management

Transparency

Independence Stability

Trust

Accountability

Sustainability

 
 
■ Transparency guarantees that donors and the public can monitor how EAI uses its funds. 

This builds trust in the organization by proving that EAI uses its funding for research and 
programs that better society.  

 
■ To be an independent think tank requires deflecting attempts by funders to control the 

results of research or program planning. This builds up accountability by showing that EAI 
is not shackled by interest groups or political influence.  

 
■ Stability requires that there is a constant inflow of funds and that those funds are properly 

budgeted and not wasted. Financial stability helps an organization to be sustainable by 
allowing it to continuously impact society. 
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■ Financial Management

Transparency

• EAI strives to have an open and transparent process of financial management as a means 
of building up public trust by setting up multiple steps of sequential monitoring. 

Budget 
Development

Budget 
Deliberation

Budget 
Execution

Balancing the 
Budget

Publish 
Balanced 
Budget

Multiple Steps & 
Sequential 
Monitoring

 
 
■ Budget Development: At the end of every year, we receive the following year’s budget for 

individual programs from each Program Officer and the chief of staff and accountant 
develop a budget for the entire organization. 

■ Budget Deliberation: The budget is then put before the Board of Trustees for approval. 
■ Budget Execution: After receiving the approval of the Board of Trustees, the budget is 

executed. The process of implementing the budget contains the following steps: 1) Program 
Officers make a request to the Administration Team for paying expenses 2) The 
Administration Team reviews the request and organizes appropriate materials 3) The Chief 
of Staff approves the request 4) After the funds are dispersed, the accounting records are 
updated 5) Accounting records are balanced monthly 6) Chief of Staff reviews the 
accounting records 7) Board of Trustees receives a monthly report. 

■ Balancing the Budget: Every year, program expenses used over the course of a year (January 
- December) need to be accounted for and thus the budget is balanced. After preparing the 
necessary financial documents including financial statements, an external audit is performed 
and the results of this audit are submitted to the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees 
then approves the final draft of a balanced budget report.  

■ Publish the Balanced Budget: The information such as the amount of funds raised and how 
those funds were used is published on the EAI website and EAI provides the National Tax 
Service with the required financial documents.  
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■ Financial Management

Independence

• Without financial independency, carrying out independent research may be 
difficult, thus adversely affecting accountability.

• EAI’s fund-raising strategy is focused using diverse sources and project-based 
funding.

- Since EAI raises funds from a variety of individuals, businesses, and foundations both 
domestically and internationally, no one individual or group can exert overbearing 
influence on EAI operations and research.

- This also helps EAI remain stable. If one source of funding is withdrawn or the economic 
situation deteriorates causing businesses to cease funding, EAI can continue operating 
using other funding sources.

- Independence keeps its financial management transparent. Because each funding 
source is applied to a specific program, it is difficult for those funds to be shifted 
towards other uses.

- Most importantly, research can be conducted free of outside political or financial 
influence. 

 
 
EAI works very hard to maintain its financial and operational independence so that it can be 
consider a reliable and unbiased organization. If EAI relies too heavily on a single individual, 
business, or foundation, there is the danger that that individual contributor will exert 
influence over EAI’s research and programs. Also, if one organization has heavy influence over 
the financial management of EAI, it may be difficult to maintain transparency.  

Therefore, maintaining financial independence is critical for ensuring that research is 
conducted independently and in the best interest of the public, financial management is 
transparent, and EAI can continue to freely pursue its mission statement. EAI’s main strategy 
for maintaining its financial independence is working with a wide variety of foundations, 
businesses, and individuals, and also receiving funds from different sources based on the 
project those funds will be used for. 
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■ Financial Management

Independence

91%

4%

0%

1%

2%
2%

Individual

Corporation

Media

Government (Central/Local)

Domestic Foundation

Overseas Foundation

Individual Corporation Media Government 
(Central/Local)

Domestic 
Foundation

Overseas 
Foundation

Number 291.4 13.2 1 5 5.6 5.2

Rate 91% 4% 0% 2% 2% 2%

Diverse 
Funding 
Sources 

by Numbers

(Average from 
2010-2014)

■ Financial Management

Independence

Individual Corporation Media Government 
(Central/Local)

Domestic 
Foundation

Overseas 
Foundation

KRW 1,000 263,455 309,300 23,992 295,754 308,708 580,342

Rate 15% 17% 1% 17% 17% 33%

Diverse 
Funding 
Sources 

by Volume

(Average from 
2010-2014)

15%

17%

1%

17%17%

33%

Individual

Corporation

Media

Government (Central/Local)

Domestic Foundation

Overseas Foundation
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■ Financial Management

Stability

• Long-term Development Fund: EAI has created a fund that can be used for 
short-term operating costs in emergencies and also provides a sense of 
stability for the organization.

316,566 

715,000 

200,000 
130,000 

250,000 

450,000 

50,000 
50,000 

213,750 

299,750 

101,000 
40,000 

2002 2003 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

The Long-term Development Fund’s Fundraising Status
(KRW 1,000)

 
 
Becoming financially stable is the most vexing problem for independent organizations. 
Nonprofit organizations that are dependent on outside donations and funding can be affected 
greatly by outside circumstances. For example, if the economy turns bad or even the attitude 
of management changes, a business or foundation providing funds to EAI may suddenly cease 
making contributions. Therefore, nonprofit organizations must have a back-up plan.  

EAI conducts separate fundraising activities to develop a long-term development fund, the 
fund providing a much needed sense of stability for the organization. Short-term operating 
funds can be taken from this fund, and EAI’s long-term stability can also be planned. In 
addition, EAI’s financial committee is composed of 9 finance experts who can effectively and 
stably manage this fund. They provide expert advice for EAI’s daily operations as well. 
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■ Financial Management

Stability

Current Status of the 
Long-term 

Development Fund

3%
6%

11%

40%

40%

Project Expenses

Retirement Fund

Lease Deposit

Fixed Deposit

Security
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM  

LEADERSHIP PROGRAMLEADERSHIP PROGRAM

Women Leadership 

Youth Leadership Youth Leadership 

Political Leadership 
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TO BE A GOOD LEADER 

Competence

Character

LEADERSHIP SKILLS

 Leadership skills 
self awareness, self analysis, 

l ti l t l  i l h killanalytical tools, social research skills
time management 
decision making
negotiation  conflict resolutionnegotiation, conflict resolution
community mobilization, 
Communication skills 
Women Can Do It followed by two-minute talk of each participant

 Knowledge
reproductive health, 
gender, 
L  f   t ti  Laws for women protection, 
women rights and politics, 
women rights and laws related to women in Myanmar, 
human rights  human rights, 
governance,  public policy

 Special talks, joining events, excursion trip
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PROCESS 

Participants are  from different parts of the country, from different political parties 
and civil society organizations and from the age range of 16 to 35 (but up to 40 )

• Six weeks long training, living in the same hostel 

• Assign duties to different groups for hostel as well as for class

• Work together to submit research paper at the end of the program• Work together to submit research paper at the end of the program

Create equal, inclusive and supportive environment for all! 

Democratic practices:

- All the participants agree on the criteria to score the best paper

- Each participant votes for the best paper and outstanding student democratically 

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGES

Nearly 250 women from all over Myanmar joined the training program since 2012. 

• After six-week training program, can see more confident women 

• Get acknowledgement s from their leaders

• Some got promoted or  became leaders in their political parties especially in ethnic 
parties

• Candidates for 2015 election 

- 4 candidates in NLD

- 1 from KPP

- 1 from MNP

- 1 from Kayan National Party

- 1 from TNDP

- 2 from Lahu Party
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Organization and Human Resourcesg

Sandhi Governance Institute

What is an organization?g

• Basically, an organization is a group of 
people intentionally organized to accomplish

2

people intentionally organized to accomplish 
an overall, common goal or set of goals.  
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF 
AN ORGANIZATIONAN ORGANIZATION

What are the key components of an 
organization to function well?

Key ComponentsKey Components

If we think of organization as a system it needs inputs processes outputs andIf we think of organization as a system, it needs inputs, processes, outputs and 
outcomes. 

Management 
Resources

Human Resources

Fi i l RFinancial Resources

External Resources
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I. Oversight and vision
• Advisory board - oversight

• Vision statementVision statement

• Mission statement

A t f d i i ki• Autonomy – for decision making

II  M t II. Management resources

• Information system

• Planning• Planning

• Participatory management y g

• M&E

L d hi t l• Leadership style

• Communication systemy
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III. Human Resources
• Staff skills

• Staff development p

• Organizational diversity

IV. Finance Resources
• Finance Management

• Financial Vulnerability• Financial Vulnerability 

• Financial Sufficiencyy
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V. External Resources
• Ability to work with NGO

• Ability to work with CBO• Ability to work with CBO

• Relations with the Government

• Public Relations

III. Human 
ResourcesResources
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Human Resources
• Why important?

• What are important?• What are important?

• Challengesg

• How to improve? What is Sandhi doing?

Why important?
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Why important?

What are important?What are important?

Human Resources

1. Organizational chart1. Organizational chart
2. Transparent Interview Process

3 St ff T i i St t3. Staff Training Strategy

4. Job descriptions

5. Committed staff

6 Conflict Resolution Procedures6. Conflict Resolution Procedures

7. Internal Training
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Challenges

Staff recruitment

• Trust• Trust

• Chemistry with existing team

• Right skills, knowledge, teamwork, 

• Level of experience• Level of experience

• Getting right staff

ChallengesChallenges

• Second line leaders

Committed staff• Committed staff 

• Governance: Clear reporting system p g y
(accountability and transparency)
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How to improve?How to improve?

How to improve?How to improve?

At individual level, 

Work related skills knowledge working withWork related skills, knowledge, working with 
team, Attitudinal change, work ethics

At i ti l l lAt organizational level

Strategic plan, organization chart, clear JD, St ateg c p a , o ga at o c a t, c ea J ,
organizational policies, clear communication 
channel performance management systemchannel, performance management system, 
regular meetings and information sharing 

tsystem, 
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How to improve?How to improve?

• Create enabling environment for staff

Motivation friendly working environment openMotivation, friendly working environment, open 
door policy, working space, career prospects, 
equal opportunities inclusive environmentequal opportunities, inclusive environment

• Delegation of work

• Team building, team spirit

Second line leaders• Second line leaders

Thank you! 
Questions and AnswersQuestions and Answers
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Organization as a System
A system is an organized collection of parts that are highly 

integrated in order to accomplish an overall goal. 
The system has various inputs which are processed to produceThe system has various inputs which are processed to produce 

certain outputs, that together, accomplish the overall goal 
desired by the organization. 

Th i i f db k th i t tThere is ongoing feedback among these various parts to 
ensure they remain aligned to accomplish the overall goal of 
the organization. 

There are several classes of systems, ranging from very simple 
frameworks all the way to social systems, which are the most 
complex. Organizations are, of course, social systems.

21

complex. Organizations are, of course, social systems. 

Organization as a system
 Systems have inputs, processes, outputs and outcomes. 
- Inputs to the system include resources such as raw materials, money, 

technologies and peopletechnologies and people. 
- That go through a process where they're aligned, moved along and 

carefully coordinated, ultimately to achieve the goals set for the system.
Outputs are tangible results produced by processes in the system such- Outputs are tangible results produced by processes in the system, such 
as products or services for consumers. 

- Another kind of result is outcomes, or benefits for consumers, e.g., jobs 
f k h d lit f lif f t tfor workers, enhanced quality of life for customers, etc. 

 Systems can be the entire organization, or its departments, groups, 
processes, etc.

22
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Organization as a system
Feedback comes from, e.g., employees who carry out processes in the 
organization, customers/clients using the products and services, or from 
the larger environment of the organization, e.g., influences from g g , g ,
government, society, economics, and technologies. 

• The organizational system is defined by, e.g., its legal documents 
(articles of incorporation, by laws, roles of officers, eta.), mission, goals (a t c es o co po at o , by a s, o es o o ce s, eta ), ss o , goa s
and strategies, policies and procedures, operating manuals, etc. The 
organization is depicted by its organizational charts, job descriptions, 
marketing materials, eta. The organizational system is also maintained or g , g y
controlled by policies and procedures, budgets, information management 
systems, quality management systems, performance review systems, 
eta. 

23

Organization as a system
• Each organization has numerous subsystems, as well.
• Each subsystem has its own boundaries of sorts, and 

i l d i i t t t d tincludes various inputs, processes, outputs and outcomes 
geared to accomplish an overall goal for the subsystem. 

e g departments programs projects teams processes toe.g. departments, programs, projects, teams, processes to 
produce products or services, etc. 

• Organizations are made up of people -- who are also g p p p
systems of systems of systems -- and on it goes. 
Subsystems are organized in an hierarchy needed to 
accomplish the overall goal of the overall system

24

accomplish the overall goal of the overall system.
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Wh t i  i ti l What is organizational 
development?p
• Organization Development is the attempt

to influence the members of an organization- to influence the members of an organization 
to expand their candidness with each other 
about their views of the organization and their 
experience in it, and p

- to take greater responsibility for their own 
actions as organization members

25

actions as organization members. 

Wh t i  i ti l What is organizational 
development?p
The assumption behind OD is that when people pursue both of 

these objectives simultaneously, they are likely to discover 
new ways of working together that they experience as more 
effective for achieving their own and their shared 
(organizational) goals And that when this does not happen(organizational) goals. And that when this does not happen, 
such activity helps them to understand why and to make 
meaningful choices about what to do in light of this g g
understanding.” 
-- Neilsen, “Becoming an OD Practitioner”, Englewood Cliffs, 

26

CA: Prentice-Hall, 1984, pp. 2-3.
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How to change:How to change:

Program 
development and 
evaluation

StrategicBoard/

evaluation

StaffStrategic 
planningexecutive

development

Staff 
development

Business and 
resource 
developmentdevelopment

Organizational change & development

27

Organizational Development 
Paradigm - 1

• Fundamental supposition: Power is abundant• Fundamental supposition: Power is abundant 
• Power is a positive-sum game. Everyone wins 
• The purpose is to maintain the game and the playersThe purpose is to maintain the game and the players 
• Changing systems is the strategy of choice. 
• Differences are cause for curiosity and learning. 
• Being different is valued and safe; conformity is a matter 

of personal choice. Authority is a matter of function, not 
superiority. p y

• Diversity leads to adversity. Diversity leads to learning 
and synergy. 
Partnerships and teamwork are supported by curiosity• Partnerships and teamwork are supported by curiosity 
and learning from differences. Ease of collaboration is 
only a matter of practice. 

28
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Organizational Development 
Paradigm - 2

• Doing with others is valued. Doing to others is not. 
• Ignorance is valued as a necessary precursor to curiosity, g y p y,

learning, and increased knowledge. Doing is more important 
than being. 
B i i th th t ff ti d i T ki ti i• Being is seen as the path to effective doing. Taking time is 
essential. 

• A game to be played well and joyfully as no ones survival isA game to be played well and joyfully as no ones survival is 
at stake 

• A self-fulfilling prophecy because potential partnerships are 
secure and unlimited. 

• The paradigm of choice when growth and learning are 
primary goals

29

primary goals. 
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Data, Database and Data-Driven Website: The OMI Story 
 

Htin Kyaw Aye, Deputy Research Director, Open Myanmar Initiative 

 

 

Data 

 

The government produces data in many ways: from press releases to parliamentary answers, 

from features in mouthpieces to gazettees. The only problem that exists is that they are not 

well archived or compiled. Most governments going through a transitional period and low-

income countries have a well-established reputation of incompetence in archiving and 

handling data. In Myanmar, most—if not all—government data is both unreliable and raw.  

Given the level of government secrecy for decades, most government data cannot be relied 

upon for analysis. Though monitoring has different story. It has been widely agreed that 

government data is an effective tool for monitoring the government itself.  

Data is a set of values of variables. We have to set out which variables we will employ to 

measure the performance of the government institutions. Here are a few questions we have to 

answer before we go on:- 

 

Where can we collect the government data? 

The source of data is crucial not only in terms of reliability but also the availability of 

government data can be questionable. We need to make sure data is publicly available. Are 

there any legal frameworks that provide a means to collect data? For example, the 

parliamentary information OMI collects have to be made public according to parliamentary 

rules and regulations. If not, we have to question why certain data is hidden away from the 

public?  

  

How much data can we collect?  

The amount of data is also an important factor to consider before starting a project. Since we 
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cannot expect to find refined datasets from government offices, we have to assess our own 

capacity to make sure we have all the necessary resources to deal with a bunch of raw data to 

get one useful dataset.  

 

How consistently can we collect this data? 

Consistency is one of the major factors that need to be considered. The lack of consistency 

from the data source could affect the timeline of the project. In the case of OMI, the release of 

our first report had to be delayed due to the failure of the parliament to publish one volume of 

its meeting minutes (Hansard) for about one year after the end of the session.  

   

How much public data is reliable?  

During analysis, the level of reliability is a critical question. Yes, most government data is 

unreliable. But as a monitoring tool, it still is effective. Budget documents the government 

offices sent to the parliament may not carry sincere estimates, but they could still make an 

impact by letting the people access this information.   

   

Will there be enough data for a reliable analysis? 

Sometimes, the government institutions produce data which does not tell a story. We should 

assess whether the data we receive from the government is plentiful enough to perform an 

analysis.  

 

 

Dataset 

 

Data needs to be analyzed or accessed. We need to compile datasets for analysis and databases 

to give the public wider access. We do not assume systematic datasets will be provided by the 

government institutions, but rather raw data.  

OMI use parliamentary meeting minutes (Hansard) to compile datasets for measuring the 

performance of the parliamentarians. Extracting statistics from hard copies of the meeting 

minutes is time consuming and back-breaking. But we have experienced a few challenges with 

how this data is provided. We even witnessed some too. 

But most of the datasets the government provides are not systematically compiled. For 
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example, there are two significant formats different government institutions used for 

submitting the government budget estimates to parliament. One format is the one which has 

been used since the colonial times and the other one is the newly-developed format. That's the 

basic challenge we face in developing the datasets with the government data.  

 

 

Database 

 

To provide the public with wider access, we need a web database where the data is stored and 

archived systematically for later use. The government has been reciting “e-government” 

mantra for years. But all they are willing to provide to the public are mere press releases. Even 

in rich and established democracies, the websites of the civil society groups with government 

data are closer to the public while the boring government web databases are only updated as a 

duty. Understanding the problems of the people, the civil society groups' websites provide all-

you-need-to-know information to the people, and this is more direct and life-affecting.  

Databases are where you store data systematically in specific tables. Individual pieces of 

data are kept with a unique key. We can link relevant data from different tables using these 

keys. So we can later browse or search for the relevant data which are properly linked.  

For building a database, the data we want to store should be structured into different tables. 

As for parliamentary information database, we have a MP profile table where bio data of 

parliamentaians are stored and a Questions table where date, house, detailed questions, 

responses and miscellaneous data points are stored. These two tables are linked with the 

unique key of questioning MP. By browsing the MP, the database could  provide details of 

questions he/she raised.  

For data-driven websites, these tables are stored in a cloud. The user interface, the website 

as we see it, is designed to enable users to search for relevant data from these tables.        
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The OMI Story 

  

Back in 2013 on a raining afternoon in July, we were at a teashop saying that it would be better 

to have a website where parliamentary information could be accessed easily. At that time, we 

had already started collecting data from the Hansard. But developing a website was still a pipe 

dream then. But a few days later, we were in meeting with a tech group for the website. They 

were also willing to develop a data-driven website to promote open data. We agreed to build a 

parliamentary monitoring website where the parliamentary information which could only be 

accessible in hard copies could be accessed easily.  

We had to meet and brainstorm heavily for several weeks to agree on the structure of the 

database. We studied the parliamentary rules and regulations to know how the plenary were 

held. We read the Hansard to find out which information is provided and in which ways since 

we want the website database to emulate the proceedings of the parliament so that we could 

store all information. After months of brainstorming and efforts to structure the data, we 

compiled and built the database. We entered data into the web database. It took a lot of time 

and effort.  The website was launched in January 2014 with data covering up to the sixth 

regular session. The website offers a lot of advanced search options where you can search Mps 

by location and their activities by categories for example. Now we are collecting data through 

the eleventh regular session.  

Developing data-driven websites is not a sacred thing, but it requires a lot of zeal and 

dedication. One thing we need to keep in mind is that: It all starts with data.  
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d t d t b d t d i b itdata, database, data-driven website
the omi story

the omi story
• parliamentary hansards

• 70 pages a day for 3 years

• all on paper

• parliamentary datasets
• page/page data collection & analysis

• questionsq

• motions

• bills and more

• parliamentary monitoring website• parliamentary monitoring website
• mp (can be browsed by location, party, region and so on.)

• activities (can be browsed by mps, categories and so on.)
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data
d• government data

• press releases

• parliamentary answers

• government newspapers

• gazettes and etc… 

• challenges• challenges
• low-quality archives

• paper-based

t ll d t t ll t f th ti• actually, no data at all most of the times

gov’t data, where?
ti• questions 

• Who holds government data?

• Publicly available?
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how much?
it’ l b tt t t t fi d d t t f bli ffi• it’s always better not to expect refined datasets from public offices. 

• weigh up between benefits of resulting data and backbreaking efforts for scrapping loads of raw 
data (even if the offices provide).

reliability
i ti t• no sincere estimates

• no ground data

• dissemination of these data alone is a huge deal though• dissemination of these data alone is a huge deal, though
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dataset
’t d t t• no gov’t datasets

• mostly paper-based raw data

• different formats• different formats
• two different formats of government budgets

• older one since colonial era

• newly developed one 

database
t• e‐government

• with press release websites? no!

• civic websites
• closer to the people than government (apparently) 

• data stored in different tables and linked with unique keys for each set of data
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Q&A

thank you

htin kyaw aye
open myanmar initiative
moenay7@gmail.com
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� - Was Founded  in 2011 August by young 
political activists who are also former political 
prisoners

� - Intended to become an independent 
academic institution

� - provide systematic knowledge on political 
science
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� YSPS is an academic institution which will be 
delivering knowledge to transform Burma into 
Free, Just and Tolerant society with informed, 
liberated and empowered citizenry.

� YSPS is a leading front in liberal philosophical 
movement and research, as part of the global 
movement towards the same end.
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� - Program Team
◦ - Education
◦ - Political Engagement
◦ - Research 

- Operational Team
- - Administration Department
- - Finance Department

� Since 2011 to 2015- opened  “9 Introduction to 
political science” courses.

� Over 400 Alumni

� Master Program, Opened September 1st 2015, 
Selected 22 Alumni. Hosting in YSPS from Foreign 
Professors

� Is responsible for hosting international experts, 
scholars and distinguished professors for 
lectures, seminars and public talks
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� Started Master Program on September 1 2015 
after preliminary course on Advance English 
course

� Gather YSPS Alumni 
� It will take one year
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� As we are very weak in Political Science, we 
intended to give birth Political Scientists 
regularly

� Give them chance to be a teacher in YSPS

� Gather Alumni and established master 
program

� Master Program intends to deliver political 
knowledge to public

� Organizes Seminars and Lectures on current 
political Issues 

� Like constitutional Reform, Electoral Law and 
process

� The main goal is to participate in political 
process as must as possible

� Outreach Trainings in all States and Divisions
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� Founded in 2014 August
� Did Myanmar Public Opinion Survey with 

Asian Barometer Survey
� Pilot – 2014 September and October- 720 

respondents- Bago Division
� National Suvey- January 2015 to March 2015 

– 1620 repondents- All States and Divisons
and Nay Pyi Taw
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� YSPS did all the fieldwork- Data Entry-
Double Entry- Data Cleaning- Field report 
writing

� Used interviewer from YSPS Alumni University 
Students

� Results Launch- 2015 August 24
� Final Report- 2015 December
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61% 64%

33%
20% 20% 14%7% 6% 14%12% 10%

38%

0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

Total Buddhists Other religions

Citizenship Based on Religion

Strongly agree Somewhat agree

Somewhat disagree Strongly disagree

Close tie between religion and citizenship perceived, but 
less so among religious minorities

36%
78%

54% 63% 62%
82%

32%
9%

45% 26% 25% 17%33% 13% 2% 10% 14% 2%
0%

50%

100%

Trust in the Election Commission
Cross-National Comparison

Trust Distrust No answer

Comparatively low trust in the Myanmar Election 
Commission116



16% 17% 15%
26% 26% 25%

3% 2% 7%

54% 55% 52%

0%
20%
40%
60%

Total Bamar Regions Ethnic Minority 
States

Preferred President

U Thein Sein Daw Aung San Suu Kyi

Others No answer

Majority reserve in giving preference for president; Those 
that do prefer Daw ASSK  
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Part II 
Research Capacity Building 

 

 
 



Utilizing the SPSS Statistics Package 

U d t di th St t f th SPSSUnderstanding the Structure of the SPSS
Statistics Package and Methods of 
Analyzing Data

Han-Wool Jeongg

1

Instructor: Han-Wool Jeong

Han-Wool Jeong is a senior research Fellow at the 
East Asia Institute and a member of Korean Advisory 
Committee for UNC/CFC/USFK Commander. HeCommittee for UNC/CFC/USFK Commander. He 
received his Ph.D. in political science from the Korea 
University and was Executive Director at the Center 
for Public Opinion Research and the Center for 
F i Aff i d N ti l S it t EAI HiForeign Affairs and National Security at EAI. His 
recent publications in Korean or English include "An 
Empirical Study of South Korean Attitude toward 
Japan: Japan’s Military Threat, Economic p p y ,
Cooperation and Identity", "Ambivalence toward 
North Korea: South Korean Public Perceptions 
Following the Attack on Yeonpyeong Island",  
"Fl t ti A ti A i i d th K U S"Fluctuating Anti-Americanism and the Korea-U.S. 
Alliance" , etc.

(hwjeong@eai.or.kr).

2
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1 Why Research?
Predict

1. Why Research?

U d t d

Explain

Understand

E i t l

Correlational
Studies

Experimental
Studies

What are the causes?

Descriptive
Studies

Studies

What  exerts 
influence? 
E i

What  are the causes? 
Verify relationships 
between Independent 
variables and 
dependent variables

Organize and 
summarize the data
- Frequencies
- Average, etc.

Examine 
relationships among 
variables.
- Crosstabs

Scatter diagrams

p
- ANOVA Test
- Regression, etc.

3

g - Scatter diagrams
- Correlations, etc.

1 Why Research?
Predict

1. Why Research?

Understand

Explain

4
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1 Why Research?1. Why Research?
Predict

Understand

Explain

5

2 What is Research? Process2. What is Research? Process 
Question

Why? X  Y

Empirical Test
O ti l D fi iti I di tOperational Definition: Indicators         

Data Measurement

Data Analysis
Hypothesis &

Research Design
X1 Social Cleavagesg

X2 Partisanship

X3 Rational Choice

X4 Campaign/Candidate

X5 Media

Interpretation
TheoryX5 Media

……. How to Measure ? Strategy

Policy

Presentation
Books, Report, Articles

Interviews

consulting

Why Did the 
Democrats

Lose?

Why Did the 
Democrats

Lose?

6
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2 What is Research? Hypothesis2. What is Research? Hypothesis 
X1 Maps Showing the Votes for

Regionalism
Maps Showing the Votes for 
Candidates based on Region 

in Presidential Elections 
Throughout Korea’s Modern 

History

7

2 What is Research? Hypothesis2. What is Research? Hypothesis 
X2

Ideological 
Partisanship

8
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2 What is Research? Hypothesis2. What is Research? Hypothesis 

X3
Rate of Economic Growth (Unit: %, Annual Average in 1960s – 2000s

X3
Economy

GDP Growth Rate over the Past 20 Years: Korea and the World Average

9

2 What is Research? Hypothesis2. What is Research? Hypothesis 
X4

C i
How have the Support Rates for the 4 Candidates Changed

Campaign
Media

Candidate

10
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2 What is Research? Need to examine2. What is Research? Need to examine 

X1: Social Economic StatusX1: Social Economic Status
Age groups/Region/Income

X2: Political Predispositions
Ideology/ Partisanship

X3: Economic expectations
Economic situations

X4: 
Campaign, Media, p g

Candidate, issues, event…

…

11

3 Measurement: How to Measure?3. Measurement: How to Measure?

Conceptualization
Indicators

VariablesConceptualization
To make observable

Variables

Process of formulating and 
clarifying concepts

Operational Definition and 
Indicators

Variables
=assigned value & labelclarifying concepts Indicators =assigned value & label 

X: Economy
= Abstract/multidimensional

Specify the value of category 
of a variables

Measured concept that vary 
by a set of indicators

1 Capitalism 1 GDP size / economic “To what degree are you1. Capitalism
2. State of the national(or 

house) economy

1. GDP size / economic 
growth rate

2. Degree of satisfaction 
with the national  
economic situation

To what degree are you 
satisfied with our country's 
economic situation?”
1. very satisfied 
2. somewhat satisfiedeconomic situation 3. so-so
4. somewhat dissatisfied
5. very dissatisfied 

Y: Democratization

1. Free election and multi 
party system

2. The transition to a more 
democratic political 

The rate of votes for 
Democratic party or its 
candidates in the presidential 
election or general election

“Which candidate(or party) 
did you vote for in the 
Presidential election?”
1. Grand National Party
2 D ti t

12

p
regime

g
2. Democratic party…
3. Non-partisan ….
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3 Measurement : Data3. Measurement : Data

 Data are observed values of qualitative or quantitative 
variables, belonging to a set of indicators 
http://en wikipedia org/wiki/Datahttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data

D t i ll ti f b i d l t Data is a collection of numbers assigned as values to 
quantitative variables and/or characters(labels) assigned 
as values to qualitative variables

- Andrew Conway (Princeton University)

 Data  Information  Knowledge

13

3 Measurement: Level determines Method3. Measurement: Level determines Method

N i l

Sex Partisanship
Categorical

Education

Nominal
(Category)

Ordinal
(rank order)

1 2 2. High 

3. 

University

Sex, Partisanship Education

1 2 1. Middle 

school

school

Numerical

Interval
(equal distance)

Ratio
(Absolute 0, × ÷ )

Age, Ideological House incomeIdentification House income

0
Lib

5
Mid

10
Con

A: 0$
B: 1000$

14
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3 Measurement: Data Collection3. Measurement: Data Collection
D1. Is your hometown?  1. Yangon 2. Other regions
D2. Gender 1. Male 2. Female
D3. What is your exact age? Age ____ (If 18 or under, close interview)
D4. What is your religion? 1. Buddhist 2. Christian 3. Hindu 4. Islam 5. Other  6. None 
D5. . What is the highest level of education you have completed?
1. Middle school or below 2. High school 3. Vocational training
4. University graduate 5. Graduate degree 6. Other

Example question1 On a scale of 0 to 10 where “0” represents “very liberal” “5” represents “moderate” and “10” representsExample question1. On a scale of 0 to 10 where  0  represents  very liberal ,  5  represents  moderate , and  10  represents 
“very conservative”, where would you place yourself? Please indicate as a number between 0 and 10. [                     ]point
Very liberal Moderate Very conservative

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Example question2. Please rate your feelings towards each of following countries, with 100 meaning a very warm, favorable 
feeling 0 meaning a very cold unfavorable feeling and 50 meaning not particularly warm or cold You can use any number from

V1 US [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V2 China [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V3 J [ ] i t R f l 998 D ’ k /N A 999

feeling, 0 meaning a very cold, unfavorable feeling, and 50 meaning not particularly warm or cold. You can use any number from 
0 to 100, the higher the number, the more favorable your feelings towards each of following countries.

V3 Japan [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V4 North Korea [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

v5 Russia [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V6 Philippines [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V7 India [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V8 Indonesia [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V9 Thailand [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V10 C b di [ ]point Refusal 998 Don’ know/No Answer 999

15

V10 Cambodia [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V11 Vietnam [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

V12 South Korea [ ]point, Refusal 998, Don’ know/No Answer 999

3 Measurement: Data Metrics in SPSS3. Measurement: Data Metrics in SPSS

Variables (questions)Variables (questions)

O
bseervations(

Measured Values(data)
 click and code

(C
ases)

16
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3 Measurement : Variable View in SPSS3. Measurement : Variable View in SPSS 
Variable 
Name

Variable Type
Numeric/String(word)

Assigned 
Missing valueName Numeric/String(word)

Assigned 
Val es

Variable 
Label

Missing value

L l fValuesLabel Level of 
Measurement

- Nominal
Ordinal- Ordinal
- Scale 

17

4 Analysis 0 : Analysis Method4. Analysis 0 : Analysis Method

Nominal

Descriptive Correlation Causation

frequenciesNominal

Ordinal
mode

q

Crosstabs
Ordinal

median Regression
OLS
Logit

Interval

Mode/median

frequencies …

Scatter
C l tRatio

mean

Correlate

18
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4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
Descriptive questions for “understanding”

1 H f bl K f li t d M ? W O C l?1. How favorable are Korean feelings toward Myanmar? Warm Or Cool?
2. Are Korean feelings toward Myanmar more favorable than any other 
countries? 

Conceptualization
Indicators

To make observable
Variables

Korean attitudes toward 
Myanmar

Operational Definition and 
Indicators

Variables
=assigned value & label 

Attitude’s dimensions Emotional feelings toward the 
target countries

Feeling thermometer on 12 
countries

1. Emotional 
2 C iti

Favorable vs. Unfavorable Please rate your feelings towards each 
of following 12 countries with 1002. Cognitive

3. Behavioral
of following 12 countries, with 100 
meaning a very warm, favorable feeling, 
0 meaning a very cold, unfavorable 
feeling, and 50 meaning not particularly 
warm or cold.

19

Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)

4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
1. “Frequencies” analysis for “Description”  : ① Menu

1) “v12” (Korean Feelings toward Myanmar) is a “Interval variable”
2) [Analysis]  [Descriptive Statistics]  [Frequencies]  send “v12” to “Variable(s)”
3) Statistics Options: [Statistics]  [Central Tendency]  Select [Mean or Median or Mode]
4) Graph Options: [Charts]  [Bar charts]  [Continued]  OK4) Graph Options: [Charts]  [Bar charts]  [Continued]  OK

② Graph options

① Statistics optionsp

20

Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)
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4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
“Frequencies” analysis method for “Description” : ② Results

RESULTS will be provided in another file in “SPSS Viewer” named “OUTPUT.spo” 

S ta ti st i cs

Myanmar/Burma

400

Myanmar/Burma

Stati st i cs

Myanmar/Burma
1008

2

47.39

50.00

50

Valid

Missing

N
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Myanmar/Burma
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Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)
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Myanmar/Burma

4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
2. Comparing means : Results

Korean feelings towards Asian Countries

71.6

59.9

53.3 53.0
50.9 50.0 50.0 49.7

47.4

40.8
36.0

28.4

US China Vietnam Thailand Indonesia India Philippines Cambodia Burma Russia Japan N.Korea

22

Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)
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4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
2-1. “Descriptive” Analysis for comparing means : ① Menu 

1) “v1~v12” (Korean Feelings toward 12 countries are “Interval variables”
2) [Analysis]  [Descriptive Stat]  [Descriptive]  send “v1~v12” to “Variable(s)”
3) Options for information on distribution: [Options]  [Kurtosis/Skewness]  [Continued]
4) [OK] (no chart option hear  Use Excel for Visualizing)4) [OK] (no chart option hear  Use Excel for Visualizing)

23

Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)

4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
2-1. “Descriptive” Analysis for comparing means : ② Checking missing

RESULTS will be provided in another file in “SPSS Viewer” named “OUTPUT.spo” 

Warning!
Maximum values included 999 

(No Answer/ Don’t Know)

Exclude 999 and Recalculate 
Means!!!

24

Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)

(No Answer/ Don t Know)
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4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
2-1. “Descriptive” Analysis for comparing means : ③ Excluding missing  
How to exclude ”999 (missing values)”  Go to [Variable viewer] in Data Editor
1) Press right end of the any one variable(here v1)’s “Missing” box among “v1 ~v12” 
2) Check “Delete missing values” type 999(No Answer/ Don’t know) and 998(Refusal) OK
3) Click the right button of mouse at V1’s “Missing”box  [Copy]  Drag v2~ V12  Click 

① P

) g g [ py] g
Right  [Paste] 

4) Retry 2-1. “Descriptive” Analysis for comparing means : ① Menu

① Press
② Click right

25

Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)

4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
2-1. “Descriptive” Analysis for comparing means : ④ Correct results

RESULTS will be provided in another file in “SPSS Viewer” named “OUTPUT.spo” 

D escri pt iv e  S t at is t ics

1010 0 100 71.60 14.831 -.467 .077 .939 .154

1010 0 100 59.88 16.191 -.400 .077 1.516 .154

1010 0 100 36 04 20 869 049 077 551 154

US

China

Japan

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

N Minimum Maximu Mean Std.
D i i

Skewness Kurtosis

1010 0 100 36.04 20.869 .049 .077 -.551 .154

1010 0 100 28.39 22.533 .529 .077 -.447 .154

1008 0 100 40.75 17.794 -.329 .077 .058 .154

1008 0 100 49.97 16.624 -.381 .077 1.214 .154

1009 0 100 50.05 15.805 -.353 .077 1.157 .154

1008 0 100 50.90 15.430 -.370 .077 1.403 .154

Japan

North Korea

Russia

Philippines

India

Indonesia

1008 0 100 53.05 15.223 -.246 .077 1.157 .154

1008 0 100 49.70 15.904 -.379 .077 1.096 .154

1010 0 100 53.29 17.020 -.279 .077 .805 .154

1008 0 100 47.39 16.745 -.300 .077 .857 .154

1008

Thailand

Cambodia

Vietnam

Myanmar/Burma

Valid N (listwise)

Corrected!
Means are changed
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Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)
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4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
2-1. “Descriptive” Analysis for comparing means : ⑤ Interpretation

RESULTS will be provided in another file in “SPSS Viewer” named “OUTPUT.spo” 

D escri pt iv e  S t at is t ics

1010 0 100 71.60 14.831 -.467 .077 .939 .154

1010 0 100 59 88 16 191 - 400 077 1 516 154

US

China

Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

N Minimum Maximu Mean Std.
D i i

Skewness Kurtosis

1010 0 100 59.88 16.191 -.400 .077 1.516 .154

1010 0 100 36.04 20.869 .049 .077 -.551 .154

1010 0 100 28.39 22.533 .529 .077 -.447 .154

1008 0 100 40.75 17.794 -.329 .077 .058 .154

1008 0 100 49.97 16.624 -.381 .077 1.214 .154

1009 0 100 50.05 15.805 -.353 .077 1.157 .154

China

Japan

North Korea

Russia

Philippines

India

1008 0 100 50.90 15.430 -.370 .077 1.403 .154

1008 0 100 53.05 15.223 -.246 .077 1.157 .154

1008 0 100 49.70 15.904 -.379 .077 1.096 .154

1010 0 100 53.29 17.020 -.279 .077 .805 .154

1008 0 100 47.39 16.745 -.300 .077 .857 .154

1008

Indonesia

Thailand

Cambodia

Vietnam

Myanmar/Burma

Valid N (listwise) 1008Valid N (listwise)

Skewness 0 : symmetric
Negative(-) skewness : left skewed

27

g ( )
Positive(+) skewness : right skewed

4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
2-1. “Descriptive” Analysis for comparing means : ⑥ Visualizing

Visualization using Excel 
1) Click right button at the result table of “OUTPUT.spo”   [Copy]
2) Click right button of mouse at Excel sheet  [paste]
3) Designate chart data range  Chart Insert  [Bar graph]3) Designate chart data range  Chart Insert  [Bar graph]

28

Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)
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4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
2-2. “Paired Samples T-test” for difference of means : ① Menu

1) To  test the difference between the means of two variables for a single group
2) [Analysis]  [Compare Means]  [Paired-Samples T-test]
3) Test for the significance of the mean difference between v10(Cambodia) and 

v12(Myanmar): Assign v10 as variable 1 and v12 variable 2  Paired variablesv12(Myanmar): Assign v10 as variable 1 and  v12 variable 2   Paired variables 
4) Test for the significance  of the mean difference between v12(Myanmar) and v5(Russia): 

Assign v5 as variable 1 and v12 as variable 2   Paired variables

Compare means

Independent-
Samples T-test

The Independent-Samples T Test procedure compares 
means for two groups of cases.  To compare means of 2 
groups

Paired-samples T-
test

The Paired-Samples T Test procedure compares the 
means of two variables for a single grouptest means of two variables for a single group.

One way ANOVA The One-Way ANOVA procedure produces a one-way 
analysis of variance for a quantitative dependent variable 
by a single factor (independent) variable. To compare 
means of 3+ groups

29

Data: EAI  Poll (2015, n=1,010)

4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
2-2.“Paired Samples T-test” of comparing means : ② Results of significance

RESULTS will be provided in another file in “SPSS Viewer” named “OUTPUT.spo” 

Pa ired Samples  S tat i st ics

49.70 1008 15.904 .501

47.39 1008 16.745 .527

Cambodia

Myanmar/Burma

Pair
1

Mean N Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

P i d S l T t

40.75 1008 17.794 .560

47.39 1008 16.745 .527

Russia

Myanmar/Burma

Pair
2

Pa ired Samples Test

Mean Std. Dev iation
Std. Error

Mean Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Paired Differences

t df Sig. (2-tailed)

2.311 10.046 .316 1.690 2.931 7.302 1007 .000

-6.640 18.944 .597 -7.811 -5.469 -11.128 1007 .000

Cambodia -
Myanmar/Burma

Pair
1

Russia -
Myanmar/Burma

Pair
2

Mean Std. Dev iation Mean Lower Upper t df Sig. (2 tailed)
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4 Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar4. Analysis 1 : Attitudes toward Myanmar
3. Attitude Changes across Time

KOREAN FEELINGS (POINTS)

67
71 6970

80

US China Japan N.Korea

58 58
61 61
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6058 57

50 49 51
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Data: EAI  Poll (2004-2014)

4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
1. What is “influence”? : Definition: Correlation

1) “Influence” means “Correlation”  the “linear” relationships between two variables
2) If two variables are correlated, they influence each other
3) Denoted as R (magnitude of the correlation coefficient measures the strength of the 

relationshiprelationship

Positive, Linear Negative, Linear

YY: D
ependdent variaable

32

X:Independt variable
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4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
2. What exerts influence? : What is X?

Hypothesis : Social factors + Political factors + Economic factors + other factors(no data)

X1: Social Economic Status
Age groups/Region/Income

X2: Political Predispositions
Ideology/ Partisanship

Korean Feelings 

X3: Economic expectations
Economic situations

toward Myanmar

X4: 
Campaign Media

33

Campaign, Media, 
Candidate, issues, event…

…

4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
3. Results of “ANOVA” Test : Sex and Age groups 

“ANOVA Test(or Means)” compares the means of 3+ subgroups 

Korean feelings towards Myanmar

by sex

Korean feelings towards Myanmar

by age group

48.2
46.6 46.7

49.0 48.9 48.5

44.2

l f l 19-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60+

34

male female 19-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60+

Data: EAI  Poll (2015)
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4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
3. Results of “ANOVA” Test 

“ANOVA Test(or Means)” compares the means of 3+ subgroups 

Korean feelings towards Myanmar

by Religion

Korean feelings towards 

Myanmar

by Monthly Income

45.8
48.6 48.0

46.4 47.4
45.4 45.1

50.8
47.2 47.8

by Monthly Income

Buddhist Protestant Catholic Other None

2 million  

KW 

below

2~3 

million 

KW

3~4 

million 

KW

4~5 

million 

KW

5million 

KW over
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Data: EAI  Poll (2015)

4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
3. Results of “ANOVA” Test : Education and Political Ideology 

“ANOVA Test(or Means)” compares the means of 3+ subgroups 

Korean feelings towards 

Myanmar

by Political ideology

Korean feelings towards Myanmar

by Education

50.6

46.8 46.4

by Political ideology

45.5 46.4
48.7

Liberal Moderate Conservativemiddle school High school Uinversity

36

Data: EAI  Poll (2015)

Liberal Moderate Conservativemiddle school High school Uinversity
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4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
3. Results of “ANOVA” Test : Economic Evaluations on Nation and House 

“ANOVA Test(or Means)” compares the means of 3+ subgroups 

Korean feelings towards Myanmar

by National Economy

Korean feelings towards Myanmar

by Household Economy

48.3
46.5

47.9

44.3

48.0 46.9

Improved Status quo Worsened Improved Status quo Worsened

37

Data: EAI  Poll (2015)

Improved Status quo Worsened Improved Status quo Worsened

4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
4. “Means” for comparing means of sub-groups 
1) V12 is a interval variable
2) [Analysis] [Compare Means]  [Means]
3) Click [v12]  [Dependent List]
4) Click [sex age groups education income religion ideological identification4) Click [sex, age groups, education, income, religion, ideological identification, 

Evaluation on Korean Economy, Evaluation on Household Economy]  [Independent List]
5) OK 

38

Data: EAI  Poll (2015)
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4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
4. Results of “Means”  

1) [Copy] table  [Paste] at Excel sheet
2) Designate the data range  [Charts]  Select [line graph]  Graph

Social factors Economic factors

Political factors

39

4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
5. Are there differences between means by education level  “significant”? 

1) [Analysis]   [Compare Means]  [One Way ANOVA]
2) Click [v12]  [Dependent List], Click [Education(DM4)] Factor
3) [Options]  check [Descriptive]   [Continued]
4) [OK]4) [OK]

40
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4 Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 2 : What exerts influence?
5. Results of ANOVA(Analysis of Variance)

1) ANOVA tests whether the means of y(feelings toward Myanmar) differ across subgroups 
of X (education)

2) Table of [Descriptives] provides Means among the groups by education level
3) H0(Null Hypothesis): equal means, HA(Alternative Hypothesis): Not equal means
4) Table of [ANOVA] shows the result of Significance Test(sig=p-value). P-value 0.47 

[p=P(observed or more extreme outcome┃H0=True)] is very lower than the significance 
level α(0.05 at 95% confidence level) means that we can reject the hypothesis of equal 

ll h h imeans (Null hypothesis) 

41

4 Analysis 3 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 3 : What exerts influence?
1. Transform V12 of interval variable into New variable of ordinal variable

1) [Transform]   [Recode]  [Into Different Variable]
2) Click [v12]  [Numeric Variable -> Output]  Type [Name] and [Label] of New Variable
3) [Change]  [Old and New Values] 
4) [0 through 24 (old value)  1(new)]  add + [25 through 49 (old value)  2]  add +4) [0 through 24 (old value)  1(new)]  add + [25 through 49 (old value)  2]  add + 

[value 50 (old)  3 (new)]  add + [51 through 75  4]  add + [76 through 100  5] 
+ [ All other values  Copy ]  add  [Continued]

5) OK

42
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4 Analysis 3 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 3 : What exerts influence?
2. Frequency table of New variable [v12recoded]

[Analysis]  [descriptive statistics]  frequencies]  [v12regcoded]  OK

43

4 Analysis 3 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 3 : What exerts influence?
4. “Cross tabs” for the associations between two categorical variables 

1) [Analysis]  [descriptive statistics]  [Cross tabs]
2) Click age[DM3]  Row(s), Click v12recoded(categorized feelings towards Myanmar) 

[column(s)] 
3) [S i i ]  [ hi ]  [C i d]3) [Statistics]  [chi-square]  [Continued]
4) [Cells]  [Percentages]  check [row]  [Continued]  OK 

Significance Test
P-value 0.036 
[ P( b d[p=P(observed or 
extreme 
outcome┃H0=True)] is 
very lower than the 
significance level α(0.05 
at 95% confidence level) 

44

means that we can 
reject the Null 
hypothesis of 
Independence
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4 Analysis 3 : What exerts influence?4. Analysis 3 : What exerts  influence?
4. Visualizing the results of “Cross tabs” 

0 5 0 4

Levels of favorability toward Myanmar by age groups

25.1 24.1 26.3 26.3

18.7

2.8 4.7 4.1 5.1 1.30.5 0.4

36.9
42.4 39.6 34.3

32.9

24.6
20.4 21.7 27.8

37.3

10.6 8.4 8.3 6.1 9.3

19‐29 30‐39 40‐49 50‐59 60+

0‐24 25‐49 50 51‐75 76‐100 DK/NA

45

0 24 25 49 50 51 75 76 100 DK/NA

5 Practices5. Practices
Analyze Korean Electorate’s votes using KEPS Panel Election Data(2012)

1) Describe the rate of support for each candidate by using the data collected in December 
before the election D-day. 

2) Analyze changes in the rate of support for election candidates from March to December2) Analyze changes in the rate of support for election candidates from March to December 
3) What exerted influence on voting behavior during 2012 Presidential Election in Korea?  

46
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Workshop
Building Civil Society Capacity in Myanmar through Budget Monitoring

An Introduction to Research Methodology and Report Writing

Jae Hyeok Shin

Korea University

An Intro to Research Methods and Report Writing

Outline

1 Research Methodology1. Research Methodology

Topics

QuestionsQuestions

Arguments

Evidence

2. Report Writing

Introduction

Theoretical section

E i i l tiEmpirical section

Conclusion

3. Q & A
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1. Research Methodologygy

Topic

Theme or subject of inquiry

Democracy or democratization

Economic development or poverty

Violence or peace

.

.

.

1. Research Methodologygy

Topic

Government Budget Monitoring in Myanmar:

Current Situation and Challenges

Purpose of budget monitoring?

to reduce the waste of taxpayer moneyto reduce the waste of taxpayer money

Government waste:

process and reasons

Budget monitoring must center on that process and must contribute 
to eliminating those reasons.  
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1. Research Methodologygy

Question

How does something happen?

How does a country go to war?

How does a country democratize?

How does a country remain poor?

H d th t t t ?How does the government waste taxpayer money?

Why does something happen?y g pp

Why does a country go to war?

Why does a country democratize?

Why does a country remain poor?

Why does the government waste taxpayer money?

1. Research Methodologygy

Question

Why does something happen?

Why does a country go to war?

h d dWhy does a country democratize?

Why does a country remain poor?

Why does the government waste taxpayer money?Why does the government waste taxpayer money?

Why do some countries go to war, while others don’t?

Why do some countries democratize, while others don’t?

Why do some countries remain poor, while others get 
i h ?richer?

Why do some governments waste more taxpayer money 
than others?
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1. Research Methodologygy

Question

1. How does the Burmese government waste taxpayer money?

2. Why does the Burmese government waste taxpayer money?

3. Why does the Burmese government waste more taxpayer money 
than the others?

What should be done to reduce the government waste?

On what and how should budget monitoring be focused?g g

1. Research Methodologygy

Arguments

1. How does a country democratize?

Process, descriptive (series of events)Process, descriptive (series of events)

2. Why does a country democratize?2. Why does a country democratize?

Reasons, analytic (chains of causality)

3. Why do some countries democratize, while the others don’t?

Reasons, analytic, scientific (generalizable causalReasons, analytic, scientific (generalizable causal 
explanations)
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1. Research Methodologygy

Arguments

1. How does the Burmese government waste taxpayer money?

Process, descriptive (series of events)Process, descriptive (series of events)

2. Why does the Burmese government waste taxpayer money?2. Why does the Burmese government waste taxpayer money?

Reasons, analytic (chains of causality)

3. Why does the Burmese government waste more taxpayer money 
than other states?

Reasons, analytic, scientific (generalizable causal 
explanations)

1. Research Methodologygy

Evidence

1. How does a country democratize?

Mass protests broke out. Then dictator decided to step down. 

Hi tHistory

2. Why does a country democratize?

Mass protests led to the dictator steping down because he 
believed that his successor would win the subsequent 
election.election. 

History, logic

3. Why do some countries democratize, while the others don’t?

Dictators concede to democracy when they expect to hold on 
to power in a democracy.to power in a democracy.

History, logic, comparative
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1. Research Methodology

Evidence: Comparative Methods

Q. Why do some countries democratize, while the others don’t?

Evidence: Comparative Methods

• Most Similar Systems Design 

Country 1: democracy      1M, well‐educated, rich, …, powerful party

Country 2: autocracy        1M, well‐educated, poor…, weak party

• Most Different Systems Design

Country 1: democracy       1M, well‐educated, rich, …, powerful party

Country 3: democracy       100M, less‐educated, poor, …, powerful party

• Cross‐national quantitative studies

Country 1: democracy      1M, well‐educated, rich, …, powerful party 

ll kCountry 2: autocracy        1M, well‐educated, poor, …, weak party 

Country 3: democracy      100M, less‐educated, poor, …, powerful party 
.

.

Country 100: autocracy    500M, less‐educated, rich, …, weak party 

1. Research Methodologygy

Evidence

1. How does the Burmese government waste taxpayer money?

HistoryHistory

2. Why does the Burmese government waste taxpayer money?2. Why does the Burmese government waste taxpayer money?

History, logic

3. Why does the Burmese government waste more taxpayer money 
than other states?

History, logic, comparative
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2. Report Writing p g

Introduction

Deductive writing:

Important things come first.Important things come first. 

In Introduction,In Introduction,

Question

ArgumentsArguments

Evidence

2. Report Writing p g

Theory section

Arguments

Process descriptive (series of events)Process, descriptive (series of events)

Reasons, analytic (chains of causality)

Reasons analytic scientific (generalizable causal explanations)Reasons, analytic, scientific (generalizable causal explanations)
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2. Report Writing p g

Empirical section

Evidence

HistoryHistory

History, logic

History logic comparativeHistory, logic, comparative

2. Report Writing p g

Conclusion

Summary of findings

The causes of the problemThe causes of the problem

Policy suggestionsPolicy suggestions

How to eliminate the causes of the problem
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Workshop
Building Civil Society Capacity in Myanmar through Budget MonitoringBuilding Civil Society Capacity in Myanmar through Budget Monitoring

An Intro to Research Methods and Report Writing

Q & AQ & A
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Civil Society Budget Civil Society Budget 

Monitoring Activities: Monitoring Activities: 

M th d d IM th d d IMethods and IssuesMethods and Issues

Won Hee Lee
(Hankyung University)

(Director at Korea Institute of Public Finance)( )

I. Concepts and Importance of the Budget

II The Budgetary ProcessII. The Budgetary Process

III. World Trend: Encouraging Participation and Transparency

IV P ti i t B d t i S tIV. Part ic ipatory Budget ing System

V. Proposals for Budget Monitor ing Strategies
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I C t d I tI. Concepts and Importance 
of the Budgetg

1. The Definition of “Budget”

- [Accounting Approach][ g pp ]
Expected Revenue and Expenditures over a Certain Period of Time

- [Political Approach][Political Approach]
Realization of Financial Democracy: the legislature, which represents 
civil society as a whole, has budget appropriation authority
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2. What is Financial Democracy?

- Realizing Democracy Through the Budget Process

- Participation, Transparency, Accountabilityp , p y, y

- Fiscal Discipline

3. Why Should Civil Society Monitor the Budget?3. Why Should Civil Society Monitor the Budget?

The Budget:
- Is the product of the people’s taxes and effort- Is the product of the people s taxes and effort

Should be approached from the perspective of opportunity costs

Is made e er ear- Is made every year

- Has significant influence on local societies

- Reflects the policy priorities of the Executive Branch

- Should reflect consumer sovereignty, not supplier sovereignty
* Participatory Budgeting System
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4. Difficulties in Civil Society Budget Monitoring

- Lack of Information on the Budget

- The Government’s Monopoly over a Closed Budget Process

- Difficulty in Understanding Budgetary Documents

- Indifference of the PeopleIndifference of the People
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General problemGeneral problem

Less engagement

A specific A specific 
blbl

For most people, participation in 
democratic decision-making is

problemproblem
democratic decision making is 
unappealing.
It is boring painful and pointlessIt is boring, painful, and pointless.
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II. The Budgeting Process

Budget Paradigm Shift

 Former Paradigm

Budgets are a Mechanism to Implement State Power- Budgets are a Mechanism to Implement State Power 

- Enforcement of Laws

- Supplier SovereigntySupplier Sovereignty

- Closed Process

New Paradigm

- Budgets are a Mechanism to Provide Public Services

- Consumer Sovereignty

- Transparency and Competition [New Public Management]
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1. Issues with Budget Formulation Process

- Overcoming the Government’s Closed ProcessO e co g e Go e e s C osed ocess

- Introducing Participatory Budgeting Systems

- Coordinating Planning and Budgeting

Building a System for Managing Performance- Building a System for Managing Performance
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2. Issues in the Budget Approval Process2. Issues in the Budget Approval Process

- Interest from All Citizens Rather than Only Representatives of- Interest from All Citizens Rather than Only Representatives of 
Concerned Districts

Strengthen the Review Activities on Wasteful Government Practices- Strengthen the Review Activities on Wasteful Government Practices

- Establish Budget Review Governance:
Cooperation Needed among Citizen Groups, Experts, and Localities

- Control Pork Barrel Politics

3. Issues in the Budget Execution Process

- Control CorruptionC C p

- Control Corruption in the Process of Concluding Contracts

-Unspent Funds [Need for Tracking]
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4. Issues in the Budget Oversight Process

- Control Wasteful Spendingp g

- Check Performance

- Strengthen Field Inspections

Means to Control and Participate 

i L l Fi l A ti iti

Passive [Indirect] Active [Direct]

in Local Fiscal Activities

Passive [Indirect] Active [Direct]

- Disclose Fiscal Information - Participatory Budgeting 

Ex ante [Disclose Budget Proposals, 

Budget]

Systems

- Ombudsman System

- System for Citizen (Taxpayer)

- Disclose Fiscal Information

- System for Citizen (Taxpayer)

Litigation

- System for Citizens to Request 

Ex post - Disclose Oversight 

Information

Audits

- Information Disclosure 

RequestsRequests

- Budget Monitoring Activities
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Ex Post Ex Ante
M h i

Year of 
L l B i

Line ministry

Mechanism

-

Mechanism

Self–Evaluation
Process

Legal Basis

2006

Central 
Go ernment

Central
Budget Agency MTEF

Process

2006
Government Budget Agency

National
Assembly

Public
Hearings 2006

Local

Assembly Hearings

Participatory
Budget 2011

Government
Budget

Field Inspection
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III. World Trend: Encouraging g g
Participation and Transparency
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IV. Participatory Budgeting 
SystemSystem
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The Direction of Participatory Budgeting Systems

Indirect Participation

The Direction of Participatory Budgeting Systems

Direct Participation
Indirect Participation 

through Councils

Daily Participation

Future Direction

[Internet, Public Opinion 

Encourage Citizen 

Participation in their 

Surveys, etc.] Individual Interest Areas

Participation at Formal Participation in 

Specific Times Public Hearings, etc.
Decision Making Meetings
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Principle of citizens’ participation

opennessopenness
equal opportunity for participation

empowerment
self-determination

transparency
information sharing

Governance

Empowerment

Deliberative democracy

Neighborhood democracy
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Generate collaborative competitionGenerate collaborative competition

Magic
circles
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Generate collaborative competitionGenerate collaborative competition

Establish clear and legitimate ruleEstablish clear and legitimate rule
ss
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Vote by the people

43

Engage the sensesEngage the senses

Enjoyable coreEnjoyable core
mechanics
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Games in Democratic ProcessesGames in Democratic Processes

#4: Analysis
gamesg

(Matching (Matching ( g( g
puzzle)puzzle)

Civic Participation by mobileCivic Participation by mobile
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Link participation with Link participation with 
measurable outcomesmeasurable outcomes

PointsPoints
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What has been Achieved?
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Power Sharingg

Link participation with Link participation with 
blblmeasurable outcomesmeasurable outcomes

Concrete 
resultsresults
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New 
Challenges
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activate small meeting

representative and legitimacy

day-to-day activity

cooperation with local council

decipher the difficult budgetary numbersdecipher the difficult budgetary numbers

V Proposals for BudgetV. Proposals for Budget 
Monitoring Strategies
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Relationship with other organizations

National 
Assemblyy

PressSupreme
Audit

NGO
Network with

Executive

Network with 
other
NGOs

Network with
Experts

Activities

Ed i

Analyze Advertise

Education

Analyze Advertise

Cooperation

Publish Network
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Activities

P i i i

Public Hearings Attend meetings

Participation

Public Hearings Attend meetings

Monitoring

Picketing Demonstrate

Best PracticesBest Practices 

in other Countries
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StoriesStories 

in some NGOs
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The democracy of a city depends 
thon the process.

The process tells us theThe process tells us the 
degree of democratizationdegree of democratization
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Government Budget Government Budget Government Budget Government Budget 
Monitoring in KoreaMonitoring in Korea

Chang Chang SooSoo JeongJeongChang Chang SooSoo JeongJeonggg gg

Visiting Professor of Visiting Professor of 
HumanitasHumanitas College, Kyung Hee UniversityCollege, Kyung Hee University

President of National Finance institutePresident of National Finance institute

gg gg

Visiting Professor of Visiting Professor of 
HumanitasHumanitas College, Kyung Hee UniversityCollege, Kyung Hee University

President of National Finance institutePresident of National Finance institute

Grand Change Grand Change ((桑田碧海桑田碧海))Grand Change Grand Change ((桑田碧海桑田碧海))
 The “Grand Change” (桑田碧海, Sang-Jeon-Byuk-Hae): 

“A mulberry farm has become a big blue sea.” It means 
that the world experienced and is experiencing big 

 The “Grand Change” (桑田碧海, Sang-Jeon-Byuk-Hae): 
“A mulberry farm has become a big blue sea.” It means 
that the world experienced and is experiencing big 
change in spite of itself.change in spite of itself.

Myanmar: Myanmar: 
Changing and Changing and g gg g

Developing Developing 
RapidlyRapidly
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Miracle on the Han RiverMiracle on the Han River
 Development Built on Ruins
 From a period of Developmental Dictatorship with a 

Military Government to a time of Self-Governance by the 
People

 Development Built on Ruins
 From a period of Developmental Dictatorship with a 

Military Government to a time of Self-Governance by the 
Peoplepp

The development of The development of 
democracy and a democracy and a democracy and a democracy and a 
market economy; market economy; 

Myanmar is grabbing Myanmar is grabbing 
two rabbits at once.two rabbits at once.

The Curtain Comes Down on Authoritarianism The Curtain Comes Down on Authoritarianism 
and the Time of Democracy and a Market and the Time of Democracy and a Market 
Economy BeginsEconomy Begins

 Eruption of Demands for Reform in the Irrational and Inefficient Eruption of Demands for Reform in the Irrational and Inefficient 
Public Sector Public Sector 

 Eruption of Social Demands from Various Groups that Were Eruption of Social Demands from Various Groups that Were 
Previously OppressedPreviously Oppressed

 Polarization and Tensions between a Small Class that Polarization and Tensions between a Small Class that 
Accumulates Wealth Quickly and the Ordinary People Who Are Accumulates Wealth Quickly and the Ordinary People Who Are 
Low Wage Labors Low Wage Labors 
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People’s Dissatisfaction with Public Sector People’s Dissatisfaction with Public Sector 
Corruption; Systemization Should Take Place Corruption; Systemization Should Take Place 
Through People’s ActivitiesThrough People’s Activities

Myanmar and Other Countries Perceptions of Corruption Index in 2013

Rank (177 Countries Total)
Perceptions of Corruption 
Index (Out of 100)

Myanmar
Korea China

Vietnam
IndiaJapan

Russia CambodiaLaosBrazil
Indonesia

Source: Transparency International (http://www.transparency.org/cpi2013/results/)

Myanmar’s Current Financial SituationMyanmar’s Current Financial Situation
- A Report (Aug. 2011) by Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ROK

 Even though Myanmar’s tax revenues continue to rise, because of  Even though Myanmar’s tax revenues continue to rise, because of g y
expanding  financial expenditures in 2010 and large scale infrastructure 
construction, its is expected that government expenses will continue to be 
covered by loans from the central bank.

 The statistical financial deficit of the Myanmar government is about 4% but
an IMF report estimates the real level to be about 30%. The biggest factor 
for lacking financial resources is that the government cannot effectively 
secure sources of taxation Also  individual workers should be paying 

g y
expanding  financial expenditures in 2010 and large scale infrastructure 
construction, its is expected that government expenses will continue to be 
covered by loans from the central bank.

 The statistical financial deficit of the Myanmar government is about 4% but
an IMF report estimates the real level to be about 30%. The biggest factor 
for lacking financial resources is that the government cannot effectively 
secure sources of taxation Also  individual workers should be paying secure sources of taxation. Also, individual workers should be paying 
income taxes but many are evading  this responsibility.  

 One the one hand, the Myanmar government, in order to shrink the budget 
deficit, is reducing spending on health care and education, but, due to 
excessive defense spending and inefficient management of public 
enterprises, ineffective budget management  is likely to continue.

secure sources of taxation. Also, individual workers should be paying 
income taxes but many are evading  this responsibility.  

 One the one hand, the Myanmar government, in order to shrink the budget 
deficit, is reducing spending on health care and education, but, due to 
excessive defense spending and inefficient management of public 
enterprises, ineffective budget management  is likely to continue.
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1. Why Monitor 1. Why Monitor 1. Why Monitor 1. Why Monitor 
Government Budgets?Government Budgets?
The Meaning and Conception of The Meaning and Conception of The Meaning and Conception of The Meaning and Conception of 

Budgets and Finance Budgets and Finance 

What is Finance?What is Finance?
““Only someone who reads and understands the budget Only someone who reads and understands the budget y gy g
can run a government.”can run a government.”
- Joseph Alois Schumpeter 

“The function of government is mainly for deciding on a “The function of government is mainly for deciding on a 
financial structure, and the budget, after all ideology is financial structure, and the budget, after all ideology is 
stripped way, is real framework of the country.”stripped way, is real framework of the country.”
- R. Goldschid
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Characteristics of FinanceCharacteristics of Finance

 Policy and Services are the Essence of the Budget Policy and Services are the Essence of the Budget

 In budgets, both values and facts are judged at the same time.

Policy and 
Services Amount

 The output determines the budget’s character.

Example: Budget Waste in KoreaExample: Budget Waste in Korea

► Inje Village (40 Families); Bridge 38 (Construction Cost: 
3 8 Billion Korean Won)

► Inje Village (40 Families); Bridge 38 (Construction Cost: 
3 8 Billion Korean Won)3.8 Billion Korean Won)

► 16 Bridges, Bridges without roads in Sokcho
► Subways in Smaller Cities
►Construction of New Airport  

3.8 Billion Korean Won)
► 16 Bridges, Bridges without roads in Sokcho
► Subways in Smaller Cities
►Construction of New Airport  
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Budgets and DemocracyBudgets and Democracy
 Participation, Transparency, Convenience, Participation, Transparency, Convenience, ProcessabilityProcessability ((ObamaObama

Publicized the Source of the Budget)Publicized the Source of the Budget)Publicized the Source of the Budget)Publicized the Source of the Budget)

 Need for a Mixture of LongNeed for a Mixture of Long--term and Shortterm and Short--term Visionsterm Visions

 The reasons why many financial experts are needed in local The reasons why many financial experts are needed in local 
communities and civil society:communities and civil society:

– In order to establish various interests related to finance
– Crisis of Representative Democracies: Changing  the bureaucracy’s 

short-term financial policies
– Need for team work when working with a large and complicated 

budget

Three Main Functions of FinanceThree Main Functions of Finance

Functions of 
Finance

Resource Distribution
(Efficiency)

Distribution of Income
(Equity)

• Public Service Provision
• Allotment

• Progressive Income Tax System
• Support Those with Low 

Incomes

Economic Stability and Development
(Regulate Businesses)

• Regulate Macroeconomics / Price Stabilization
• Expand Growth Engines
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2  2  Monitoring the Korean Monitoring the Korean 2. 2. Monitoring the Korean Monitoring the Korean 
Government BudgetGovernment Budget

The Early and Development PeriodsThe Early and Development PeriodsThe Early and Development PeriodsThe Early and Development Periods

1998: The Beginning of Monitoring 1998: The Beginning of Monitoring 
the Korean Government Budget the Korean Government Budget 
 As Korea entered the 1990s, the authoritarian development period As Korea entered the 1990s, the authoritarian development period  As Korea entered the 1990s, the authoritarian development period As Korea entered the 1990s, the authoritarian development period 

under military control was ending and power was peacefully under military control was ending and power was peacefully 
transferred to civilian control.transferred to civilian control. Democracy was maturing, but the Democracy was maturing, but the 
government budget was still hidden from the people and only government budget was still hidden from the people and only 
seen by government workers.  seen by government workers.  

-- As localities began electing officials by popular vote in 1995, we As localities began electing officials by popular vote in 1995, we 
  fi d li t b d t ti  d h  j t    fi d li t b d t ti  d h  j t  can now find populist budget executions and showy projects can now find populist budget executions and showy projects 

even at the local government level, whose political aim was reeven at the local government level, whose political aim was re--
election. Those situations were considered as serious budget election. Those situations were considered as serious budget 
wastes, which could result in corruption and absurdity. Therefore, wastes, which could result in corruption and absurdity. Therefore, 
people's dissatisfaction became bigger and bigger.people's dissatisfaction became bigger and bigger.
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1998: The Beginning of Monitoring 1998: The Beginning of Monitoring 
the Korean Government Budget the Korean Government Budget 
 The civil society organization Citizens Coalition for Economic  The civil society organization Citizens Coalition for Economic 

Justice established a committee for budget monitoring at its 
research institute

– All citizens share the common point of being taxpayers, and 
therefore it was determined it would be a movement all citizens 
would want to participate in.

– When the budget monitoring movement began, everybody was 
surprised by the extremely active response. The people’s anger 
and dissatisfaction over budgetary waste was greater than 
imagined.

Powerful Impact of Budget Monitoring Powerful Impact of Budget Monitoring 
Activities: “Tax Day” to “Taxpayers’ Day”Activities: “Tax Day” to “Taxpayers’ Day”

 The 3rd of March was “Tax Day” The 3rd of March was “Tax Day”  The 3rd of March was Tax Day  The 3rd of March was Tax Day  
in Korea to celebrate the in Korea to celebrate the 
foundation of the National Tax foundation of the National Tax 
Service. With initiation of Service. With initiation of 
Government Tax Monitoring Government Tax Monitoring 
Committee in 1998, it asserted Committee in 1998, it asserted 
that “Tax Day” should be that “Tax Day” should be yy
changed into “Taxpayers’ Day,” changed into “Taxpayers’ Day,” 
with with restoration of taxpayers’ right.restoration of taxpayers’ right.

-- As of 2000, the National Tax Service officially changed the title of the As of 2000, the National Tax Service officially changed the title of the 
day to “Taxpayers’ Day.”day to “Taxpayers’ Day.”
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 NationNation--wide Workshop for wide Workshop for 

CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:
Education ProgramEducation Program
 NationNation wide Workshop for wide Workshop for 

Government Budget MonitoringGovernment Budget Monitoring
–– Participants from 11 local Participants from 11 local 

organizations shared the activity organizations shared the activity 
plans, and finally 5 core budget plans, and finally 5 core budget 
monitoring committees at the local monitoring committees at the local 
level have been established. level have been established. 

 Budget SchoolBudget School
–– Education Program on Government Education Program on Government 

Budget Monitoring: Civil society Budget Monitoring: Civil society 
activists and local assembly activists and local assembly 
members attend.members attend.

(* CCEJ: Citizens’ Coalition for Economic Justice)

 Publication of the “Government Budget Monitoring” ManualPublication of the “Government Budget Monitoring” Manual

CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:
Education ProgramEducation Program

–– Designed so that anyone who has interest can participate in the Designed so that anyone who has interest can participate in the 
government budget monitoring activities without difficultygovernment budget monitoring activities without difficulty

–– The manual books were distributed The manual books were distributed 
nationnation--wide.  wide.  

–– Contents include:Contents include:
A h  t  B d t I f tiA h  t  B d t I f tiApproaches to Budget Information,Approaches to Budget Information,
what should be monitored mainly, etc.what should be monitored mainly, etc.
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CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:
Budget Monitoring Report CenterBudget Monitoring Report Center

 Call Center and Bulletin Board System for Call Center and Bulletin Board System for  Call Center and Bulletin Board System for Call Center and Bulletin Board System for 
Accepting ReportsAccepting Reports

–– A reporter who reported a serious budget A reporter who reported a serious budget 
waste was awarded with USD 1,000 by waste was awarded with USD 1,000 by 
raising the “Clean Fund.”raising the “Clean Fund.”

ff–– Consequently, 117 cases of budget waste Consequently, 117 cases of budget waste 
were reported for 7 months.were reported for 7 months.

CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:
Public Opinion SurveyPublic Opinion Survey
 Survey on how citizens perceive government budgetingSurvey on how citizens perceive government budgetingy p g g gy p g g g
–– Over 85% of Koreans view the government’s budget Over 85% of Koreans view the government’s budget 

planning and execution negatively.planning and execution negatively.
–– Koreans thought that central government’s budget Koreans thought that central government’s budget 

waste was more serious than the local governments. They waste was more serious than the local governments. They 
argued that citizens should take the initiative to monitor argued that citizens should take the initiative to monitor argued that citizens should take the initiative to monitor argued that citizens should take the initiative to monitor 
government budgeting, as they could not trust the government budgeting, as they could not trust the 
national assembly, the local assembly, and the Audit national assembly, the local assembly, and the Audit 
Board and Inspection of Korea.Board and Inspection of Korea.
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CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:CCEJ’s Budget Monitoring Committee:
Public Opinion SurveyPublic Opinion Survey
 Auditing and Monitoring the meetings of the National Assembly Budget Auditing and Monitoring the meetings of the National Assembly Budget 

Settlement CommitteeSettlement CommitteeSettlement CommitteeSettlement Committee
–– By monitoring and analyzing the stenographic records, an exemplary national By monitoring and analyzing the stenographic records, an exemplary national 

assembly member was awarded with the “Taxpayers’ Friend” Prize.assembly member was awarded with the “Taxpayers’ Friend” Prize.

2000s, Beginning of a Budget Monitoring Network;2000s, Beginning of a Budget Monitoring Network;
Government Budget Monitoring Activities Take Root Government Budget Monitoring Activities Take Root 
and Proliferateand Proliferate

 June 1999: ‘Taxpayer Alliance for Justice’ (Taxpayer Alliance) is  June 1999: Taxpayer Alliance for Justice  (Taxpayer Alliance) is 
founded by Professors, Accountants, Lawyers, and Tax 
Administration Experts

– The Taxpayer Alliance had information on tax justice inserted into 
textbooks. 

– September 1999: Members of the Citizens’ Coalition for Economic 
Justice found the Citizens Action Network Group. 

► 2000: About 30 groups from all over the country met and started the 
“Budget Monitoring Network.” In 2001 joint responses to the 
government budget were regularized.
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2000s, Beginning of a Budget Monitoring Network;2000s, Beginning of a Budget Monitoring Network;
Government Budget Monitoring Activities Take Root Government Budget Monitoring Activities Take Root 
and Proliferateand Proliferate
 A group called People’s Solidarity for Participatory Democracy 

d d d i d th  h d t  f  th  t  expanded and reorganized the headquarters for the taxpayer 
movement and the budget monitoring movement began in 
earnest.

 August 2000: Citizens Action Network Group started awarding the
“Bottomless Pit Prize.” The first “Bottomless Pit Prize” winner was 
Hanam City and Korea’s first taxpayer suit was filed against the 
city in October 2000city in October 2000.

 67 groups from the Budget Monitoring Network and the 
People’s Solidarity for Participatory Democracy signed a 
petition calling for the establishment of a taxpayer code 
and submitted it to the National Assembly. 

2001: Seoul Budget Monitoring Network2001: Seoul Budget Monitoring Network Organized; Organized; 
Government Budget Monitoring Activities Take Root Government Budget Monitoring Activities Take Root 
and Proliferate and Proliferate 
 Seoul is Korea’s capital, but it was also the birthplace of the budget 

it i  t i  K  At thi  ti  i  i ti  f b d t monitoring movement in Korea. At this time genuine organization of budget 
monitoring activities took place.

 As a result of the Citizens Action Network Group’s “Bottomless Pit” Prize, the
“Millennium Gate” project was repealed and the holding of the “Hanam
Environmental Exposition” was blocked.  

 2002: People’s Solidarity for Participatory Democracy’s “Publicize Official 
Expenditures  Movement,” Citizens Action Network Group’s “Bottomless Pit 
Prize,”  Citizens’ Coalition for Economic Justice’s “Analysis of Public Program 
Expenditures,”  Taxpayer Alliance’s “Publicize Candidate’s Tax Records 
Movement,” were all apart of the pool of budget monitoring activities and 
signified that the movement had taken root. 
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1998~2002: Evaluating of the Korean Government 1998~2002: Evaluating of the Korean Government 
Budget Monitoring Activities during the Initial Period Budget Monitoring Activities during the Initial Period 
and after Having Taken Rootand after Having Taken Root
 Implantation of Recognition for Taxpayer Rights and Boosted Recognition 

f P ti i tiof Participation
– Confirm Citizens Latent Dissatisfaction and Anger and then Organize 
– Provide opportunities to participate and act to those with a sense of the 

sovereignty of taxpayers

 Boost Financial Transparency and Improve the System
During this period  after organizing the people’s power  a system for filing – During this period, after organizing the people’s power, a system for filing 
for the disclosure of information was implemented, and clauses asserting 
the responsibility of publicizing financial information were added to various 
budget related laws. A “Result-oriented Budget System” took root and  
local (Seoul) centers for reporting budgetary waste were established. 
Finally, a system of participatory budgeting took root in which citizens 
could participate firsthand in the budget process.

3. Representative Examples 3. Representative Examples 
f B d t M it i  d f B d t M it i  d 

3. Representative Examples 3. Representative Examples 
f B d t M it i  d f B d t M it i  d of Budget Monitoring and of Budget Monitoring and 

ParticipationParticipation
of Budget Monitoring and of Budget Monitoring and 

ParticipationParticipation
-- ‘The Bottomless Pit Prize’‘The Bottomless Pit Prize’
-- Participatory BudgetingParticipatory Budgeting
-- ‘The Bottomless Pit Prize’‘The Bottomless Pit Prize’
-- Participatory BudgetingParticipatory Budgeting
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Awardees of “Bottomless Pit Prize,” Aug. 2000 to Sep. 2006

Greatest Success of the Citizens Action Network Group’s Greatest Success of the Citizens Action Network Group’s 
“Bottomless Pit Prize” “Bottomless Pit Prize” 

Greatest Success of the Citizens Action Network Group’s Greatest Success of the Citizens Action Network Group’s 
“Bottomless Pit Prize” “Bottomless Pit Prize” 
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Greatest Success of the Citizens Action Network Group’s Greatest Success of the Citizens Action Network Group’s 
“Bottomless Pit Prize” “Bottomless Pit Prize” 

 Conducted 36 times on a monthly basis through 2004; 
t d t  f 16 ti  d d d th  b d t b  1 4 prevented waste of 16 times and reduced the budget by 1.4 

trillion won.

 During the process, the means of budgeting, the role of the 
media and the NGOs, and a new form of campaigning 
methodology were developed.

 Furthermore, a “budget specialist” (a new profession) is being 
developed.

Introduction to Introduction to Introduction to Introduction to 
Participatory BudgetingParticipatory Budgeting
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Happiness and income are not Happiness and income are not 
directly proportionaldirectly proportional

Why?Why?
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Low Participation and Corruption: The Bain of Low Participation and Corruption: The Bain of 
Unhealthy CommunitiesUnhealthy Communities

 Of all of the factors affecting happiness  income makes up about 8%Of all of the factors affecting happiness  income makes up about 8% Of all of the factors affecting happiness, income makes up about 8%Of all of the factors affecting happiness, income makes up about 8%
 If the basic level of standard of living is fulfilled, then the important     If the basic level of standard of living is fulfilled, then the important     

factors for happiness are a healthy community, relationships, and      factors for happiness are a healthy community, relationships, and      
individual valuesindividual values

* A healthy community: has limited corruption; has social welfare/         * A healthy community: has limited corruption; has social welfare/          A healthy community: has limited corruption; has social welfare/          A healthy community: has limited corruption; has social welfare/         
stable employment; guarantees individual freedom and safety; has a stable employment; guarantees individual freedom and safety; has a 
sound structure of government and businesssound structure of government and business

Democracy Raises Quality of LifeDemocracy Raises Quality of Life
CountryCountry

Level of Democracy Ranking Level of Democracy Ranking 
((2005)2005) Quality of Life Ranking (2005)Quality of Life Ranking (2005)

SwedenSweden 11 55
IcelandIceland 22 77

NetherlandsNetherlands 33 1616
NorwayNorway 44 33
DenmarkDenmark 55 99
FinlandFinland 66 1212

LuxembourgLuxembourg 77 44
A t liA t li 88 66AustraliaAustralia 88 66
CanadaCanada 99 1414

SwitzerlandSwitzerland 1010 22
United StatesUnited States 1717 1313

JapanJapan 2020 1717
Republic of KoreaRepublic of Korea 3131 3030
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Corruption Harms Quality of LifeCorruption Harms Quality of Life
CountryCountry Level of Democracy Level of Democracy 

Ranking Ranking (2005)(2005)
Quality of Life Ranking Quality of Life Ranking 

((2005)2005) CPI (by TI)CPI (by TI)

SwedenSweden 11 55 11
IcelandIceland 22 77 77

NetherlandsNetherlands 33 1616 77
NorwayNorway 44 33 1414
DenmarkDenmark 55 99 11
FinlandFinland 66 1212 55

LuxembourgLuxembourg 77 44 1111
AustraliaAustralia 88 66 99AustraliaAustralia 88 66 99
CanadaCanada 99 1414 99

SwitzerlandSwitzerland 1010 22 55
United StatesUnited States 1717 1313 1818

JapanJapan 2020 1717 1818
Republic of KoreaRepublic of Korea 3131 3030 4040

The Ultimate Purpose of ParticipationThe Ultimate Purpose of Participation
 Increasing the quality of lifeIncreasing the quality of life

 In order to increase the quality of life, the quality of In order to increase the quality of life, the quality of 
policy must be improved policy must be improved 
→→ an enlightened selfan enlightened self--governing bodygoverning body

 In order to improve the quality of policy, In order to improve the quality of policy, 
ti i ti  f iti  i  ti i ti  f iti  i  participation of citizens is necessaryparticipation of citizens is necessary

ex) communal welfare, communal solutions to ex) communal welfare, communal solutions to 
environmental issuesenvironmental issues
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Participatory Budgeting, which started inParticipatory Budgeting, which started in Porto Porto AlegreAlegre, , 
Brazil in 1988, has spread to the entire worldBrazil in 1988, has spread to the entire world

What is Participatory Budgeting?What is Participatory Budgeting?
 The Basic Budget Issues are ‘Necessity’ and ‘Priority’The Basic Budget Issues are ‘Necessity’ and ‘Priority’

•• Unnecessary projects are a waste taxes and cause indirect harm to Unnecessary projects are a waste taxes and cause indirect harm to 
citizens.  This is because they reduce budget resources that can be citizens.  This is because they reduce budget resources that can be 
used on behalf of the citizens.used on behalf of the citizens.

 Where should limited government finances be allocated?Where should limited government finances be allocated?
•• Form a budget based on the opinions of those who will benefit from Form a budget based on the opinions of those who will benefit from 

the programs, i.e. the  citizens.the programs, i.e. the  citizens.
h   f ti i t  d ti  i  th t iti   ti i t  h   f ti i t  d ti  i  th t iti   ti i t  •• The core of Participatory Budgeting is that citizens can participate The core of Participatory Budgeting is that citizens can participate 

directly in the budget planning stage, and their opinions on the directly in the budget planning stage, and their opinions on the 
necessity or priority, etc. of programs should be reflected in the necessity or priority, etc. of programs should be reflected in the 
budgeting process. They can also participate in the evaluation budgeting process. They can also participate in the evaluation 
stage.stage.
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Participatory Budgeting’s Operating Participatory Budgeting’s Operating 
PrinciplesPrinciples
 There can be no participation without information There can be no participation without information
– Active publication of Information on the organization and 

execution of the budget is necessary

 Establishment of a Substantial System for Participation
– Establish various participatory organizations, Provide opportunities 

for participation (Provide notices regarding chances to participate) for participation (Provide notices regarding chances to participate) 
– Publicize the meeting and meeting minutes, Use the Internet and 

small scale meetings to collect opinions
 Explanation and Discussions, Modifications
 Education and Promotion

Seoul City’s Residential Seoul City’s Residential 
Participatory Budgeting SystemParticipatory Budgeting System
►► The Most Exemplary Ordinance among Metropolitan Cities  The Most Exemplary Ordinance among Metropolitan Cities  ►► The Most Exemplary Ordinance among Metropolitan Cities  The Most Exemplary Ordinance among Metropolitan Cities  

(Established by motions of the members)(Established by motions of the members)

►► Allocates a 5 trillion won budgetAllocates a 5 trillion won budget

►► Composition and Management ofComposition and Management of►► Composition and Management ofComposition and Management of
committees has improved compared committees has improved compared 
with other local governments with other local governments 
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4  Conclusion4  Conclusion4  Conclusion4  Conclusion4. Conclusion4. Conclusion
-- Necessary Activities in MyanmarNecessary Activities in Myanmar

-- How to be an expert?How to be an expert?

4. Conclusion4. Conclusion
-- Necessary Activities in MyanmarNecessary Activities in Myanmar

-- How to be an expert?How to be an expert?How to be an expert?How to be an expert?How to be an expert?How to be an expert?

NOW, what is required for government NOW, what is required for government 
budget monitoring in Myanmar?budget monitoring in Myanmar?
 Transparency
– Without access to information, even an experienced expert cannot do 

anything. 
– Request for the Disclosure of Information and Institutionalization of 

Government Budgeting

 Legal Responsibility
– Even the legality of serious waste cannot be questioned without proving its 

illegality.
– Performance of the Carrot-and –Stick method: Civil society can mobilize 

public sentiment to exert influence on the government’s budgeting, for 
example, by awarding a “Bottomless Pit” Prize for the worst budgeting and 
a “Taxpayers’ Friend” Prize for the best budgeting.
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NOW, what is required for government NOW, what is required for government 
budget monitoring in Myanmar?budget monitoring in Myanmar?

 Civic Participation  Civic Participation 
– Public surveys are necessary to estimate the correct amount of 

financial demands.
– Based on the survey results, we can ask for budget increases for an 

underfunded item.
– We should request that citizens participate in and monitor the We should request that citizens participate in and monitor the 

government’s budgeting process.

Strategies for Budget AnalysisStrategies for Budget Analysis
- Sustainability, Selection & Concentration, Accuracy

Building Framework: Bread or Gun? - Building Framework: Bread or Gun? 
Bread or Shovel (excavator, pavement)?

- Educating Rational Citizens
- Politics of Civil Budgeting: Alternative budget plan is necessary.

→→ Collaborative efforts among the media, the parliament (central / local), Collaborative efforts among the media, the parliament (central / local), 
residents’ groups, and experts are necessary.residents’ groups, and experts are necessary.
Korea experienced a significant increase in corruption after the introduction Korea experienced a significant increase in corruption after the introduction 
of foreign aid in 1950s.of foreign aid in 1950s.

→→ Civil participatory democracy can protect the government from corruption.Civil participatory democracy can protect the government from corruption.
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12 Principles of Budget Analysis12 Principles of Budget Analysis
1.1. Grasp the flow of moneyGrasp the flow of money
2.2. Figure out who is the beneficiary of a policy (or budget)Figure out who is the beneficiary of a policy (or budget)
3.3. Find out how the policy (or budget) has been madeFind out how the policy (or budget) has been made
4.4. Consider the social impact of budget analysis resultsConsider the social impact of budget analysis results
5.5. Enjoy the whole process of budget making as if it were a gameEnjoy the whole process of budget making as if it were a game
6.6. Make a story with the combinations of numbersMake a story with the combinations of numbers
7.7. Develop budget information interpretation capabilityDevelop budget information interpretation capability
88 Start with the mindset of  “I cannot trust anyone”Start with the mindset of  “I cannot trust anyone”8.8. Start with the mindset of, I cannot trust anyoneStart with the mindset of, I cannot trust anyone
9.9. Be an activist and do not stay at your deskBe an activist and do not stay at your desk
10.10. Timely analysis is importantTimely analysis is important
11.11. Be careful in using words and expressions which exactly match the analysisBe careful in using words and expressions which exactly match the analysis
12.12. Provide reliable information in the budget analysisProvide reliable information in the budget analysis

You can feel as much as you know!You can feel as much as you know!

 You can analyze as  much as you know.You can analyze as  much as you know.

 There is nothing new under the sun.There is nothing new under the sun.gg
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As a proverb says, “The way to eat As a proverb says, “The way to eat 
an elephant is one bite at a time”:an elephant is one bite at a time”:
 You should be confident in your citizens rage against public  You should be confident in your citizens rage against public 

corruption, waste, and ineffectiveness. 

 You need to make a bowl to fill with citizens’ rage. Therefore you 
should have an initiative to build an organization or group which 
can monitor government budgeting. 

 And then, you should make an endless effort to attract citizens’ 
interest and to encourage their active participation.

One solid fact is:One solid fact is:

At th  fi t t  h   i iti t  At th  fi t t  h   i iti t  At the first step when you initiate At the first step when you initiate 

the government budget monitoring, the government budget monitoring, 

citizens will stand up for you.citizens will stand up for you.p yp y
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I am confident.I am confident.

Your monitoring and participation will Your monitoring and participation will g p pg p p
make the policy and the budget better.make the policy and the budget better.

With your initiative, you can realize With your initiative, you can realize 
grand change and peace in Myanmargrand change and peace in Myanmargrand change and peace in Myanmar.grand change and peace in Myanmar.

Thank YouThank You
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